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The morphology of Ustilago zaae (Baclnii,) Unger and the 
pathogenic relation of this smat to 2ea mays are well 3mown 
from the oontribations. of the !Palasne "brothers (38), Kohn 
(25), ds Bary (2) and Brefald (3,4J . The factors 
governing the pathogenicity of this fangas, however, are as 
yet largely unknown. In order to understand more fully its 
pathogenicity, it is necessary to know the physical and 
chemical factors affecting the biology of the pathogene and 
those influencing.the infection of the host. The lack of 
this Imowledge presents an open field for farther research. 
The writer wishes to present in this paper the results 
of studies on the reaction of the chlamydospores ot Ustilago 
zeae to living plant tissue, to carbon dioxide, to oxygen, 
to several dilate acids and certain other chemicals. The 
results of observations of natural infection of zea mays 
by gstllago zeae and of experiments on artificial infection 
are also presented. In addition, a brief review is made of 
the most important literature dealing with the subjects 
under d.iscussion. 
I» THE GBBMIHATIOH OP THE GHLAMYDOSPORSS OF USTILAGO 2EAB 
Although the chlamydosporag of TTstilago zeae have been 
germinated on various oolture media, much is still to be 
learned oonoeming the factors that govern the germination 
of these spores. Since Brefeld (3) stated that the 
nutrients in the media in which fungi are cultured pl^ a 
parfe in the germination of the spores, it has been the gener­
al practice to culture Ustilago zeae in nutrient media. 
However, it has never been definitely determined to what ex­
tent the nutrients are essential to the germination of the 
spores. Mk8wise:» though Piemeisel (30) reported that com-
smat spores are killed by a one percent solution of acetic 
acid or of lactic acid, it is not knovm how they react to 
acids in general or to other chemicals not distinctly nutri­
tive. On the other hand it is well known that oxygen plays 
an importeint role in the life processes of plant cells though 
the investigations of Sanford (32), Melhus (27) and Jones (22) 
on the relation of osygen to the germination of the spores 
of certain fungi has led to the conclusion that some spores 
refjuire oxygen in germinating wheroas others do not. How-
aver, it has never been reported to what extent oxygen is 
essential to the germination of the chlamydospores of 
ITstilago geae. 
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Bevlew of llterataro 
!!!ha germination of the chlamydospores of Us ti la go 
29ae was probably first observed by Kuhn fS5) in 1859. He 
found that the spores did not germinate readily in water. 
He saoceeded, however, in obtaining good germination by 
placing them in chambers containing a warm, moist atmosphere. 
He failed, nevertheless, to explain the difference in the en-
"vironments to which the spores were exposed when pat in vyater 
or placed in a moist chamber. 
It was Brefeld (3), however, who first made an exten­
sive study of the germination of those spores. He ased 
water, manure decoction, beerwort and various synthetic solu­
tions as culture media. Obtaining better results with the 
nutrient solutions than with water, he concluded that normal 
germination is dependent upon the nutrient substances and that 
the spores germinate in the open when they fall upon various 
nutrient substrata in nature* 
Hitchcock and Norton fl8) germinated the spores on 
moist microscope slides in a glass damp-chamber and in hang­
ing drops using water and modified cohn-solution as the 
media. They stated that more spores germinated in the nutri­
ent solution than in water though the germination was retard­
ed by the nutrient materials. 
mm^mM 
' 
Arthar and Staart (1) asad as media for the calture of 
the fiingas, hydrant isater, distilled water, "beef-boaillon, 
expressed com*-3aice, "beerwort^ pastear-solation with and 
withoat sagar, gelatin, agar agar and starch-paste. They 
obtained the most satisfaet02?3r resalts with pasteur-sugar-
solution and agar agar and concluded that, in nature, the 
spores germinate upon the ground or wherever warmth, mois­
ture and soluble food material are available. 
Stakman (34) in his studies on spore germination of the 
cereal smuts included the chlamydospores of Ustilago zeae. 
He contrasted the germination of the spores in water with 
that in a one perciant solution of sugar, stressing partic­
ularly the differences produced in the morphology of the 
promycelium and. in the developaent of the sporidia# His 
report does not contain experimental data on the amount of 
germination obtained with the two media nor does it contain 
a conclusive statement as to which medium he considered the 
better, in more recent literature, however, Christensen 
and Stafanan (7), report the use of two-per cent dextrose-
agar. 
Piemeisel (30) found that the spores lost their via­
bility after having been kept in a silo for a few weeks. He 
attributed the death of the spores to the effects of certain 
organic aoids fornsed in the ensilage. By experimentation 
he found that a one per cent eolation of acetic acid or lactic 
aoid or a combination of the two killed the spores. He 
noted that e3q)oslng the spores to an atmosphere of carhon 
dioxide for ten days v/as not haitofal to them. He determined 
the reaction of the spores to temperature-changes and found 
that they were not injjui^ed by freezing and that, if sheltered 
from snow and rain, though exposed to normal changes of 
temperature throughout the year, they remained viable for at 
least five years. 
Jones (23) determined the optimum temperature for the 
germination of the spores. She made suspensions of them in 
pasteur^solution and mounted them in van tieghem cells. Sub~ 
jecting them to various temperatures in electrically control­
led ovens, she obtained from 69 to 71 per cent of germina­
tion at an optimum temperature range of 25® to 34® C. 
Eeoent investigations have shown a stimulative effect 
upon the germination of certain fungous spores by some vola­
tile substances given off by plant tissue. Brovm (5) first 
demonstrated this stimulating effect upon the germinating 
spores of Botrytis cinerea. parasitica "(Aliithe form oc­
curring on onion)", Monilla fructigena. and Penicillium 
glaucum by placing them in petri-dishes containing certain 
I plant tissaes. He ooncsluded, "The germination of Botrytis cinorsa spores ie increased by the action of volatile sab-stances arising from certain plant tissues, sach as apple 
leaves and frait, leaves of Rtita. "aealyptiis etc." He 
stated farther, "It was shown in earlior papers of this 
I series that the conditions present in the infection drop are 
in general those of feeble nutrition. The vigour of germina­
tion in the infection drop - a factor of primary importance 
in deciding whether attack is possible or not - has been 
shown in £fo. ?III of the present series to be influenced by 
the passive exosmosis of food substances from the liost tis­
sue into the infection drop. IThe present results show that, 
granted suitable conditions, a like effect can be produced 
through the action of volatile substances arising from the 
plant and accamulating in the atmosphere." 
Hoble (28) working with Urocystis tritici Soem., ob­
tained a stimalating effect by germinating the spores in the 
presence of "uninjured seedlings of nonsusceptible plants 
{field peas, beans and rye)". His conclusion here is, "Such 
stimulation might be expected in the field when the environ­
ment causes a certain amount of anaerobic respiration of the 
plant roots". He also obtained a stimulating effect by put­
ting the spores in distilled v/ater in syracuse-diBhes placed 
in a vessel containing a small amoant of "esjnresssd sap of 
wheat seedlings". His conclasion on the stimalative effect 
is, "It is possible in these cases that the stimulas may 
have been derived from some of the original constitaente of 
the plant sap^ or it may have been derived from some of the 
prodacts of its decomposition, possibly organic acids, esters 
or alcohols". He correlated the stimalating effect obtained 
in the above experiments with stimalation obtained by the 
use of sach organic sabstanoes as benzaldehyde, salioyialde-
hyde, batyric add and acetone. 
Darrell (12) found that, when certain plant tissues 
were placed in receptacles containing spores of Basisporimn 
gallarum (oat of contact with the germination mediam), a 
stimalating effect on germination was produced. This stima­
lating effect, however, was not obtained when the experiment 
was carried on in the presence of a barium hydroxide solu­
tion. He concluded that the stimalation was due to the COp 
given off by the plant tissues aiad found that a like stimu­
lation could be obtained by placing the spores in an atmos­
phere containing one to five per cent of COg by volume. 
The above mentioned investigators, using the spores of 
various fungi, have definitely shown a stimulative effect of 
plant tissue upon the germination of these spores. They 
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disagrae, however, in their analysis of this effect. 
Clark (8) was apparently one of the pioneers, oatside 
the field of bacteriology, in the study of the reaction of 
fungi to acids. He determined the toxic effect of certain 
deleterious agents upon the geirmination of the spores of 
AsTjergillus flavas, Sterigmatocystis nigra. Qe do cephalgia 
albidom. Penicillium glaiicum. and Botrytis vulgaris. In ad-
dition to other chemicals, he used hydrochloric, nitric, sul­
phuric, nornuil acetic, monochlo race tic, dichloracetic and 
triohlomoetic acids. He found a distinct correlation between 
the toxiiJ affect of the respective acids and their percentage 
of ionization. He also observed a specific toxic action of 
the acids independent of their ionization and attributed it 
to the undissociated molecules. 
Duggar (11) studied the reaction of the spores of 
AsT)er??illus flavus and Sterlgmatocystis nigra to hydro­
chloric, nitric, acetic, tartaric and oxalic acids. Using 
distilled water as the check-medium, he obtained a higher per­
centage of germination in dilute solutions of the acids than 
in the checks. He, likewise, observed a specificity in the 
reaction of the acids used and noted, also, a difference in 
their effect on the germination of the spores of the two 
different fungi. 
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Webb (42) germinated the spores of Aspargilltis niger» 
Penoillliim eyelopiam, Botrytis clnerea, gtisariom sp« and 
Lenaites saeplaria in a M solution of mannite^ adjusting 
the acidity and allralinity of the mediam vfith phosphoric 
acid and sodium hydroxidQ* Eo found that a vdde range of 
acidity was favorable to the germination of these spores and 
noted that the spores reacted as an amphoteric colloid. 
Plotting the percentage of germination against the pH of the 
medium, he obtained a curve that showed two points of masimom 
germination with a point of mlnimom germination about midway 
between the two# The point of minimum germination he con­
sidered to be-an isoeleetric point at which the factors of 
ionization of the spores and those of the medium were in 
equilibrium. In a later paper (45) he reported similar re­
sults from the study of the germination of the spores of a 
larger number of fungi in a variety of media. 
Uppal (39) made an extensive study of the toxicity of 
various organic acids to the germination of the spores of 
Phytophthora oolocasiae Hac. He concluded from the results 
of his experiments^ that the cations» the anions, and the un-
dissociated molecules of the acids he used had a distinct 
toxic action of their own. He v/as able to modify the tox­
icity of acetic acid appreciably by the introduction of a 
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halogen into the alkyl radicle of the acid. Modification of 
the toxicity of some of the acids was obtained "by the sab-
stitution of the hydroxyl» or a nitro groap in the body of the 
acid molecule and the modification was dependant apon the 
position of the sabstitation in respect to the oarbosyl. 
That 03grgen plays an important role in the life processes 
of plant cells is well known* Its relation to the germina­
tion of the spores of certain fungi has been studied by var­
ious workers# Sanford (32) found that the spores of 
Actinomyces scabies do not germinate without oxygen,. Melhus 
(27) concluded that the conidia of Phytophthora infestans con­
tain sufficient oxygen to be able to geiminate without the 
presence of free ozygen in water. TJppal (40) in studying 
the relation of oxygen to spore germination in some species 
of the Peronosporales, concladed that indirect germination of 
conidia by means of ssoospores, is possible in the case of 
Phytophthora oolocasiae> P»infestans. P«palmivora and 
P»parasitica without the presence of osygen but that direct 
germination, by means of a germ tube, does, not take place in 
any of these species in the absence of oxygen# He concladed 
further that the conidia of Albugo Candida. Plasmopora 
vitlcola and Sclerospora graminicola. which germinate 
indirectly, as well as the conidia of Peronospora 
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paJasitiea and P.-fcrifolioram. whioh germinate directly, re­
quire the presenee of oxygon for germination. Jones (22) 
found that the spores of Ustilago a-yenae do not geminate in 
suspensions exiposed to oxygen-free atmospheres* 
Inflaenoe of plant tissue on the 
gQxraination of the spores 
^Qsts in which the response of the chlamydosporas of 
Ustilago zeae to living plant tissue was determined, isrere 
made with the tissues of twenty different plants. In these 
tests, a thrae-por oent solution of agar agar in distilled 
water was poured in sterilized petri-dishes. After the agar 
agar had set, microscope slides on which v;ere placed the 
solid tissues used, o-r small vials containing the liquid, sub­
stances used, were placed in the dishes upon the agar agar. 
The spores v/ore then dusted over the remaining surface of 
the agar agar and therefore were not in contact v/ith the 
plant tissue {Plate I). As in all subsequent experiments on 
germination, the cultures v/era kept at 30° G. in electrically 
controlled ovens. Readings on the percentage of germina­
tion and the prod.uction of sporidia were made at intervals 
of three, sis, twelve and twenty-four hours. 
In determining the amount of germination in these 
tests and in all subsequent experiments, the cultures were 
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first Bxamlzisd as a wliole; then thrss reprssentativQ fields 
in a culturQ wara selected, each containing from 100 to 200 
spores. The spores in these fields were cotmted and the 
average ntuaber of germinated spores in the three fields ex­
pressed as a percentage of the entire nomher of spores in the 
three fields was taken as an index of the amount of germina­
tion in each case. 
The results of ten trials with each of the 20 sub­
stances that were used are summarised in Table I» 
Reference to Table I shows that all the substances had 
a stimulative affect upon the germination of the spores. 
fhis stimulation was manifest not only in the percentage of 
germination but also in the chai^cter of the germination, a 
greater production of sporidia being characteristic of the 
stimulated cultures. Moreover, in the cultures containing 
plant tissue, tJie spores germinated several hours earlier 
than in the checks. T^is increase in the speed of germina­
tion correlates well with the subsequent production of abund­
ant sporidia. The point of special interest, however, is 
that such a large variety of plant tissues had a stimulative 
action upon the germimtion of the spores. This suggests 
that some volatile substance that stimulates the germination 
of the fungous spores is universally given off by plant tissues. 
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'Dable I; The effects-of living plant tissae apon the germination 
of the chlamydospores of Ustilago zQaa (Bockm.) Unger 
Eesalts after : Re salts afl Resalts after 
: S hoars : 5 hours : 12 hoars 
Plant tissae :Per centzSporidiu^Per oetxt tSporidiai per cent 
aaed :germina-;produc- : genaina-:produe- : germina­
: tion : tion : tion ; tion : tion 
Gki Hone None Tr^ Hone 2.5 
Sweet pea petal Tri- Hone 1*6 Hone 9.2 
Poppy petal fri Hone 1.8 None 6.8 
Rose petal '?Tk Hone £i£ Hone 12.5 
lilac blossom Tr# Hone 2.2 Hone 28.3 
Spirea "blossom Tr, Kone 3*5 Tr. 14*2 
Apple leaf Tr» None 2.2 Hone 6.2 
Geranium leaf Tr« Ifone K.8 Tr.. 20.0 
Corn leaf Tr. Hone 1.4 Hone 5.6 
IShubarb petiole 1?r. Sone 1.6 Tr. 1S.5 
Pine needles None None 1.5 Hone 6.5 
Dill IJone £[one Tr-. Hone 6.3 
Green tomato Tr* Hone 3,3 Tr. 19.2 
Eipe tomato Tr. Hone 3.0 Tr. E8.2 
Apple peel Hone Hone Tr. Hone 9.5 
Apple palp 7r, Hone 1.9 Hone 11.3 
Orange peel fr^ Hons 2.5 Hone 15.3 
Orange palp Hr,. Hone 2.5 Hone 12.5 
Lemon peel Tr. Hone 2.5 Hone 17.2 
Xeraon palp Tr. Hone 1.8 Hone 15.5 
Strawberry Tr. Hone 1.2 Hone 7.5 

iae apoxi the gannination 
;o zeae (Baokm.) Ungar 
salts after iKesttlts after : Basalts after 
5 h-oars ; IE hoars : 24 hoars 
ant sSporidia : Per cant : Sporidla;Por cent: Sporidia 
Lina-:prodac- ; germina~ : prodac- :germina-; prodac-
; tion ; tion : tion ; tion : tion 
None 8.6 Hone 43.1 Fair 
IJone 9.S Tr. 60.0 Very abandant 
i Hone 6.8 Tr. 60.3 Very abandant 
> 
¥ Jffona 12.6 Pair 84.2 Very abandant 
\ 
% Uona 28.5 Fair 86.5 Very abandant 
) Tr* 14.2 I?air 64.5 Abandant 
\ t Hona 6.2 Tr. 60.8 Abandant 
1 Ur* 20.0 Fair 85.8 Very abandant 
None 5.6 Tr. 56.5 Very abandant 
1 Tr. 12.5 Tr. 80.8 Very abandant 
1 Hone 6.5 Tr. 62.8 Very abandant 
JJona 6.3 Tr. 59.5 Fair 
! Tr. 19.2 Fair 84.3 Very abandant 
1 Tr. 28.2 Fair 86.5 Tary" abtmdant 
jUone 9.5 Tr. 80.6 Abandant 
Ifone 11.3 Tr. 80.3 Abandant 
Bona 15.3 : Tr» 82.3 Abandant 
i lone 12.5 Tr. 81.0 Abandant 
i Hone 17.2 Tr. 82.3 Abandant 
Uone 15.5 Tr. 72.3 Abandant 
) 
$ lone 7.5 Tr. 69.8 Abandant 
I 
i 
i I 
t 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
j I 
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Ho doabt the gas most tmiveTsally liberated by living 
plant cells is COg. Tashiro (36) foond that crashed or 
braised plant tissae liberates a large amount of CO2 & 
very short time* A study was made, therefore, to determine 
whether the stiraalative agent given off by plant tissues is 
COg. Experiments were conducted in which the effect of^ 
BafOHlg apon the stimulation of spore-germination was tested. 
In these tests the spores were dusted on a three-per cent, 
non-nutrient solution of agar agar in syracuae-dishes which 
were subsequently placed in air-tight moist chambers. The 
plant tissues {crushed orange or shredded, green corn-
leaves) were placed in open dishes set in the moist chan3>ers» 
A saturated'solution of Ba(0fi)2 flOOc.c.) was poured into 
some of the moist chambers to absorb any COg that might be 
given off by the plant tissae. 
In another series of experiments, similar moist chambers 
were exhausted to a partial vacuum by means of an aspirator 
and allowed to fill with air that had passed through a flask 
containing the plant tissue and then through three wash bot-
ties of the BafOH)^ solution* A subsequent constant flow of 
air from the plant tissae chamber through the BafOH)^ and 
into the germination chambers was maintained by the aspi­
rator. A parallel series of experiments was conducted 
similar to the above in overy detail except that the spores 
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were das ted into dry, clean syracase-dishes instead of apon 
moist agar agar. 
As a farther test to determine whether the stimalative 
agent given off by plant tissaes is CO2, the amount of this 
gas prodacad by saoh quantities of plant tissue as were used 
in the germination tests (75 to 100 grams of crashed orange 
and 100 to 150 grams of shredded^ green corn) was also deter­
mined. Air from which the CO2 was removed by passing it 
through a saturated solution of Ba.(0H)2 was passed into the 
chambers containing the spores and plant tissue, then into 
another saturated,solution of Ba(0H)2« ^ constant flow of 
air through the apparatus, maintained by means of an aspira­
tor (Plate II) produced a heavy precipitate of BaCOg. fhe 
amount of COg given off by the plant tissue was measured, 
then, by titration as described by Barter and Weimer (16). 
As checks in these experiments, some moist chambers 
containing only water to produce a humid atmosphere and some 
containing only the plant tissues were used. The cultures 
were kept at a temperature of 30® C. and the germination 
counts were made after 24 hours. "Jhe results obtained in 
ten trials with each modification of the environment of the 
cultures are shown in Table II. 
•"IG" 
TaTsle II. The effect of Ba(0H)2 apon the stimalation of 
spore germination by plant tissaa. 
: :Per cent 
Medium : Environment :Per cent:germi-
: COp mat ion 
Agar agar 
Tt If 
Slasa surface 
n tr 
ir 
Clc, fno plant tiesae) 
Ck, (75g. to lOOg. 
of crashed orange) 
Ok, flOO g. to 150 g, 
of shredded corn) 
Crushed orange and 
Ba(0H)2 
Shreddea com and 
Ba{0H)2 
Air passed over crushed 
orange and through Ba(0H)2 
Air passed over shredded 
com and through Baf0H)2 
Ck* (no plant tissue) 
Ck. (76 g. to 100 g. of 
crushed orange) 
Ck. (100 g. to 150 g. of 
shredded com) 
Crushed orange and 
Ba(OH)g 
Shredded com and 
Ba(0H)2 
Air passed over crushed 
orange and through Ba(0H)2 
Air passed over shredded 
com and through 3a(0H)g 
Tr. 42.8 
10 to 16 91.8 
10 to 15 83.2 
Tr. 51.7 
Tr. 48.3 
Uone 44.3 
Hone 
Tr. 
39.6 
Tr. 
10 to 16 11.4 
10 to 15 9.8 
Tr. 6.1 
Tr. 4.2 
Fone Tr. 
Hone Tr. 
referring to Table II it may be noted that Ba(0H)2 
placed in the culture chambers inhibited the stimulative ef­
fect of plant tissue upon the germination of the spores. In 
the check cultures containing no plant tissue a germination 
of 42^8 per cent -was obtained on agar agar. In the check 
culture containing 75 to 100 grams of crushed orange» 91.8 
-17-
par cent of the spores geminated and in similar ealtares 
containing shredded com there was 83.2 per cent germination. 
On the other hand, in the cultares containing Ba(OH)g and 
plant tissae, the germination was comparable t^o that ob­
tained in the calttiras containing no plant tissae• The 
stimulative agent given off by the plant tissae was evidently 
absorbed by the BafOH)2» 
Similar results were obtained on dry, glass surfaces* 
In the check caltares containing no plant tissae, there was 
only a trace of germination. The checli: caltures in the cham­
bers containing plant tissues, however, produced about 10 
per cent germination. Hers again, in the presence of 
BafOHjg a germination comparable to the check cultures con­
taining no plant tissue was obtained. 
The quantitative analysis of the amount of COg produced 
by the plant tissae, shov»ed that the atmospheres of the cul­
ture chamber in which the plant tissues had been placed con-
- tained from 10 to 16 per cent of the gas. 
In general, the results of the foregoing experiments 
indicated that the substance given off by the plant tissues 
and affecting the germination of the spores was COg. It 
seemed logical, therefore, to attempt to analyze the stimu­
lative effect of plant tissue upon spore germination by 
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dotermining tha change of hydrogen-ion concentration pro­
duced in the culture media by the presence of the plant tis­
sue. An apparatus used in this study is shown in Plato III. 
Drops of media containing suitable indicators were suspended 
in small vials containing bits of plant tissue such as 
tomato pulp, orange pulp^ apple pulp, green corn, wheat seed­
lings and corn seedlings. I'he drops wore suspended by draw­
ing the liquid media containing the indicators into glass 
pipettes inserted through the corks of the vials. The tops 
of the pipettes were plugged with plasticene. Pressure on 
the soft plasticene plugs caused the colored media to exude 
in drops from the end of the pipettes within the vials. "Phe 
vials were kept at 30^0. for 24 hours and the pE of the sus­
pended drops of media v/as then determined by Clark's (9) 
colorimetric method. 
It v/as difficult, however, to make very accurate deter­
mination of the pH of the culture media by this method since 
refraction of light affected the color of the drops. To ob­
tain more accurate data, 5 c.c. of the medium (tap water, 
a three-per-cant solution of agar agar or a ten-per-cent 
solution of gelatin) containing suitable indicators wore 
poured into each of several 125 c.c. bottles of the same dia­
meter as the syracuse dishes used in the germination studies. 
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Tlie air was first esdiaasted from these bottles "by means of 
a "vaeiiuim pump# They were then filled vyith CO2 and air in 
varying proportionss The CO2 was obtained by the action of 
HCl on CaGOg in a Kipp.generator. The gas was washed by 
passing it throagh three bottles 6f distilled water and the 
amount admitted into the culture chambers was measured with a 
gas burrotte. Atmospheres containing 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30 
per cont of 00^ were used. The bottles were ketp at 30° for 
24 hours afld the pH of the media was then determined by the 
colorimetric method. 
To correlate the results of the germination studies with 
the change produced by COg in the acidity of culture media, 
the spores of Ustilago zeae were germinated in atmospheres 
containing various (quantities of the gas» In these tests, 
the air was ejiiausted from the culture chambers and replaced 
with atmospheres having a COg content of 5, 10, 15, 20, 26, 
30, 60 to 75 par cent. Within the chamber were placed Syra­
cuse dishes containing the media on which the spores were 
dusted. Hon-nutrient media were chosen; tap water, a three-
par-cent solution of washed agar agar, a tan-per-cent solu­
tion of gelatin, a silica gel, made as Smith (33) directs, 
and collodion films, made as Walpole (41) suggests. As 
checks, cultures with each medium were subjected to the 
normal atmosphere of the laboratory. 
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The hydrogon-ion eonoentration of the media v/as deter­
mined Tjy the aoloriiaetrie method at the beginning of the ex­
periment and after 34 hoars, jast previous to making^ the 
germination counts* 7h0 acidity of the silica gol and of the 
collodion films could not bo thus determined^ However, pre­
liminary tests made with the silica gel, after it had been 
washed but before it became too firm> indicated that its re­
action was between 7#0 and 6*5 pH* 
!Phe effect of the presence of plant tissue upon the 
hydro gen-ion concentration of the media is shown in Table III 
and the acidity-change obtained by using known amounts of 
OO2 is given in Table I?* fhe correlation between the ef­
fect of COfe upon the gemination of the chlamydospores of 
ITstilago zeae and the acidity-ehange produced in the culture-
media by the gas may be seen in Table V, The data in each 
case have been compiled from the results of 10 trials* 
Table III» The effect of the presence of plant tissue upon 
the pH of the media. 
^ } ; Acidity change 
Medium ; Environment ; Initial pH;Pinal pH 
Tap water Ck; (air over Ba(OH)o) 6.7 6.7 
• tr n Ck. (air only) 6.7 5.6 
It IT Tomato present 6.7 4.9 
It It Orange present 6.7 4.9 ft H Apple present 6.7 4.9 
It It Wheat seedlings present 6.7 4*9 
tl It Corn seedlings present 6.7 4.9 
As is eTidsnt from Table III, COg given off by the 
plant tissae changed the acidity of the media in the drops 
from 6»7 pH to approximataly 4.9 pH. In the check caltores 
with Ba(OH)g present, the acidity remained constant. In 
the check over air only, a slight change in acidity oc-
oarred, (from 6,7 to 5.5 pH). The resalts plainly indicate 
that the amoant of COg produced by the plant tissaes and 
absorbed by the drops is sofficient to change perceptibly 
the acid reaction of the media. 
Table IT. The effect of COg upon the pH of the media. 
Ilsdiaffl : Per cent COg ; Acidity-change 
: Initial pH ; Pinal pH 
Tap water 5 6.5 5.40 
If IT 10 5.5 5.20 
n ff 15 6.5 4.95 
n ff 20 6.5 4.85 
n If 25 6.5 4.75 
n If 30 6.5 4.65 
agar agar 5 6.5 6.40 
tT If If 10 6.5 5.90 
If n n 15 6.5 5.83 
If If n 20 6.5 5.10 
tf Tf If 25 6.5 4.95 
If If a 30 6.5 4.85 
10^ gelatin 5 6.7 6.30 
rt If 10 6.7 5.90 
n n 15 6.7 5.65 
tf Tf 20 6.7 5.25 
Tf If 25 6.7 5.10 
If If 30 6.7 4.95 
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In Tatle IV it may be noted that the hydrogen-ion con­
centration of the media is appreciably changed by at­
mospheres containing 5 to 30 per cent of COg# Atmospheres 
containing 15 per cent of COg such as had been foand favor­
able for the germination of the spores of ITstilago zeae 
in the presence of plant tissue, changed the hydrogen-ion 
concentration of tap v/ater from 6»5 to pH» The 
acidity-change of the colloidal substances -was not as great. 
The pH of agar agar vsras changed from 6.5 to 5.8 and of gela­
tin from 6.5 to 5.6. This is in ae-cordance with the find­
ings of Cornelia Lee Carey (6) who showed that the intalre of 
CO2 in. colloidal substances is proportional to the water-
content, the vmter acting as a medium for the absorption of 
this gas. 
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Table Y# Correlation 'between germination and the acidity-
change prodaced hy CO2 in otiltare media. 
Per cent 
MadiuiQ Per cent ; 
CO?. : 
Initial 
PH 
: Pinal; germination 
: pH ; (after 24 hoars) 
Tap water Ok. 6.5 6.50 0.0 
TT Tf 6 6.5 5.40 Tr. 
If fT 10 6.5 6.20 2.0 
M n 16 6.5 4.95 6.0 
rt If 20 6.5 4.85 2.0 
Tf tf 25 6.5 4.75 'Pr. 
If If 30 6.5 4 ..65 Tr. 
Tf If 50 6.6 4»40 0.0 
tf If 76 6.6 4.25 0.0 
agar agar Ok. 6.5 6.50 Tr. 
If a n 6 6«5 6*.40 46.4 
If ff n 10 6.5 5.80 74.1 
Tf n tf 15 6,6 5^30 88«2 
n n It SO 6.5 5.10 72.4 
Tf ft n 25 6.5 4.95 39.6 
tf tf n 30 6.5 4.85 21.8 
If ff If 50 6-5 4.55 Tr. 
a If n 75 6.5 4«30 0.0 
10^ gelatin Ck. 6.7 6.70 Tr; 
It If 6 6,7 6.30 39.2 
n If 10 6.7 5.90 53.4 
ft ft 15 6.7 5.65 68.8 
n n 20 6i7 5*25 54.6 
n rt 25 6*7 &^10 43.2 
If If 30 6.7 4.95 24 «i 
If If 50 6.7 4.65 Tr. 
n ff 75 6.7 4.50 0.0 
Silica gel Ck. 0.0 
If ff 5 4.4 
If If 10 12.6 
If Tf 15 28.2 
If ff 20 14.2 
ff If 25 3.8 
If If 30 Tr. 
If n 50 0.0 
If ff 75 0.0 
Collodion Ck. Tr.(after 48 hrs. 
If If 5 8.4 " " " 
n ti 10 74v6" " 
If If 15 93.2 " " " 
•-34:" 
fahle 7» (Continued) 
Medium :Per cent 
: CGo 
Initial 
pH 
: ; Per cent 
: Final: germination 
: pH ; (after 24 hours) 
Collodion 20 45,6(after 48 hrs.) 
n M 26 9.6 «« " " 
n n 30 Tr. n n n 
w ff 50 iT^r, tr tr If 
IT tf 75 0.0 " " " 
The follov/ing facts may "be scan from Table V» Tlie checks, in 
which the acidity of the media ranged from 6.5. to 7,0 pH» 
produced but a trace of germination (less than one per cent)# 
The acidity of the media increased in proportion to the 
amount of COg in the atmospheres "to which they v?ere subjected. 
This is in conformity with the findings of Kendall (24) who 
showed that under ordinary conditions the partial pressure 
of COg in air produces a hydrogen-ion concentration in pure 
water of 5.59 pH and that atmospheres containing 100 per 
cent of GOg over water produce an acidity of 3«9 pH. The 
highest percentage of germination with each mediom occurred 
in an atmosphere containing 15 per cent of COg» Atmospheres 
containing this amount of the gas changed the hydrogen-ion 
concentration of the tap water from 6,5 to 4,9 pH, of agar 
agar from 6*5 to 5.3 pH and of gelatin from 6.7 to 5,6 pH» 
The percentage of germination was less in atmospheres with 
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only 5 and 10 per cent of COg. It likev/ise decreased when 
the spores were subjected to atmospheres containing 20 to 
75 per cent of the gas. With the latter amount, germination 
was entirely inhibited. 
?ha optimom acidity for the garminatioh of the spores, 
hoT/ever, as obtained with CO2, is probably about 4.9 pH. 
This ia the hydrogen-ion concentration produced in the tap 
water v/lth atmospheras containing 15 per cent of the gas. 
Its optiraum relation to the germination of the spores is 
shown in the rssults obtained x7ith the ealtores in water, in 
the ealtores in which tha spores iveye daeted upon the sur-
• I " " V r * * 
face of the silica gel anci collodion films, the water of con­
densation and that di the racist subsirata was the true med-
iom of the germinating spores'^' They were thus subjected to 
the same acidity as was obtained with the cultures in water. 
In tlB case of the other colloidal media (agar agar an^ 
gelatin) atmospheres containing 15 per cant of COg produced 
the optimum acidity in the surface film of imter before an 
equilibrium was established throughout the entire medium. 
On the other.hand, sufficient COg to change the acidity of 
the entire mass to the optimum, changed the acidity of the 
surface film to a point abova the optimum. 
—26^ 
The reaotion of the spores to 
varioas dilate aolds 
Most investigators in their study of the reaction of 
fangi to acids have dealt with the toxic effect of acids ap-
on the germination of fungoas spores and the sabseqaent 
growth of the fungi. Since it was found that CO2 stimulated 
the germination of the chlamydospores of Ustilago zeae, an 
effect that was closely related to the hyarogen-ion concen­
tration produced in the culture media by the gas, the reac­
tion of the spores to certain other acids was determined. 
Experiments were conducted in which the spores were subjected 
to dilute solutions of three mineral acids and eleven 
organic acids. These acids were obtained as commercially 
pure products from standard companies handling chemical sup­
plies. Special care was tafeen to avoid contamination of the 
stock solutions made with each acid; all glassware was 
thoroughly cleaned and a separate pipette was used for each 
solution. The solutions were made with tap water from the 
general supply of city mter which had a hydrogen—ion con­
centration of 6.7 to 6.5 pH. As culture media, a three-per-
cent solution of agar agar, a ten-per-cent solution of 
gelatin and a five-per-cent solution of sucrose were used. 
These media assumed the hydrogen-ion concentration of the 
water used as the solvent and were further acidified by ad­
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ding dafinite amoimts of the respective acids, fhe 
hydrogen-ion concentration of the caltare media was deter­
mined by the colorimetric method, the hydrogen-ion concen­
tration of the standard indicators having been checked by 
means of a i?endt potentiometer, The spores were dusted apon 
the sarface of the coltare media in syraciise dishes which 
were sabseqaently placed in air-tight moist chambers# Three 
tests were made with each acid in each of the three media* 
As checks, the spores were dasted apon the sarface of tap 
water and blanks of the respective media. i»e«, media to 
T?hich no acid had been added- The reaction of the spores 
to the varioas acids is saramarized in Table Ylm 
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fable VI. ?iie percentage of germination of the spores in media 
acidified vdth certain inorganic and organic acids^ 
•m 
g a.p^T agar 
Acids : PH : pH : pH : pH : pH : pH : 1 
m 6.0 : 5.5 : 5.0 : 4.5 ; 4.0 : 3.5 « < 
Mineral acids: 
Bydroohlorio acid Tr. ^ Tr. 10.0 14.6 38.6 50.0 5^ 
Nitric acid I^r. 5.2 11.2 26,0 49,4 4J 
Salfiirio acid T?r. Tr. 14.0 28.0 36.0 54.6 4( 
Saturated monocarbozylic 
acids: 
Formic acid Tr. Tr. Tr. Tr. Tr. Tr. ( 
Acetic acid ?r. Tr. Tr. Tr. Tr. Tr. ( 
Btttyric acid Tr. Tr. Tr. Tr. Tr. Tr. ( 
Saturated dicarboaylic 
acids: 
Oxalic acid 7r. Tr. 12.6 16.6 22.0 19*2 1( 
Saccinic acid Tr. Tr. 17.0 27.0 37.0 33.8 1< 
Monohydroxymono carbosyl ic 
acids: 
jtflctic acid Tr. Tr. 10.0 30.0 38.0 30.0 i 
Monohydroxydi carbosylic 
acid: 
Malic acid Tr. Tr. Tr. 5.2 8.6 5.0 T: 
Dihydroxydiearbo3^1 ic 
C#w>LvL* 
Tartaric acid Tr. Tr. Tr. 2.0 4.0 4.0 T; 
Monohydroxy trioarboxyl ic 
acid: 
Citric acid Tr. Tr. Tr. Tr« Tr. Tr. T: 
Monocarboxylic aromatic 
acid; 
i^nzoic ac id Tr. 58.0 60.0 Tr. Tr. Tr. ( 
Monohydroxymonoc arboxylic 
aromatic acids: 
Salicylic a.oid Tr. 11.0 51.0 46.0 30.4 8.0 ( 
^Tr. signifies that the cttltare showed a trace of g^imination, lej 
than one percent, the exact numerical value not being de termined. 
Checks in water at 6.5 pH and in the three media at 6.5 pH 
showed a trace of gexroination. less than one per cent. 

!dia 
Is. 
Medlnm 
: lOfo gelatin : 
PH 
3.5 
: pH : 
: 3.0; 
pH 
2.5 
; pH 
: 6.0 
; pH 
: 5.5 
: pH 
: 5.0 
: pH 
: 4.5 
: pH 
: 4.0 
: pH 
: 3.5 
: pH 
: 3.0 
: pH 
: 2.5 
• 1 
• 
: ( 
50.0 
t9,4 
>4;. 6 
56.5 
43.2 
46.0 
15.0 
3.2 
9.0 
Tr. 
Tr. 
Tr. 
Tr. 
Tr. 
: Tr. 
2.4 
3.4 
3.4 
5.8 
6.2 
6.3 
15.0 
15.2 
14.8 
28.4 
28.4 
28.5 
36.8 
29.8 
29.6 
Tr. 
Tr. 
Tr. 
T: 
T: 
T: 
['r. 
Pr. 
^r. 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
Q.O 
0.0 
Tr. 
Tr^ 
Tr. 
Tr. 
Tr. 
Tr. 
2.6 
Tr. 
Tr. 
5.6 
Tr. 
Tr. 
Tr. 
Tr. 
Tr. 
Tr. 
Tr. 
Tr. 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
T: 
T] 
T: 
L9*2 
53.8 
10.0 
16.4 
Tr. 
Tr. 
Tr.. 
Tr. 
Tr. 
Tr. 
7.4 
8.6 
12.2 
18.2 
19.0 
24.6 
17.2 
30.1 
12.6 
Tr. 
Tr, 
Tr. 
>] 
T] 
50.0 4.0 Tr. Tr. Tr. 3.4 9.6 18.4 23.8 Tr. Tr. T] 
5.0 Tr. Tr. Tr. Tr. 3.6 8.2 21.6 38.2 Tr. Tr. T] 
1 
4.0 Tr. Tr. Tr. Tr. 3.2 6.2 34.8 34.4 21.2 Tr. 
{ 
7r. Tr. Tr. Tr. Tr. 5.8 21.2 34.8 42.6 29.6 Tr. 
1 
T] 
Tr. 0.0 0.0 69.4 86.2 43.2 Tr. Tr. Tr. 0.0 0.0 
1 
8.0 0.0 0.0 48.4 54.8 71.6 Tr. Tr. Tr. 0.0 0.0 26 
.on, lefls 
jrmined. 

5% suLCToae 
: pfi 
: 3.0 
: pH 
: 2.5 
: pH 
: 6.0 
; pH 
: 5.5 
: pH 
: 5.0 
: pH : 
: 4.5 : 
pH 
4.0 
pH 
3.5 
: pH 
: 3.0 
: pH 
: 2.5 
36.8 Tr. Tr. Tr. 1.2 4.0 10.0 21.0 24.0 8.0 
29.8 Tr. Tr. Tr. 8.0 20.0 30.0 52.0 58.0 12.0 
29.6 Tr. Tr. Tr. 4.0 6.0 8.0 16.0 21.0 6.0 
0.0 0.0 Tr. Tr. Tr. Tr. Tr. Tr. 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 Tr. Tr. Tr. Tr. Tr. Tr.. 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 Tr. Tr.. Tr. Tr. Tr. Tr. 0.0 0.0 
12.6 Tr. Tr. Tr. 1.8 4.2 18.3 20.0 16.0 Tr. 
Tr. Tr. Tr. Tr. 10.8 36.2 42.0 50.0 30.0 Tr. 
Tr. Tr. Tr. • Tr. 2.2 8.2 16.0 18.8 12.0 Tr. 
Tr. Tr. Tr. Tr. 2.0 6.0 11.0 8.2 2.0 Tr. 
21.2 Tr. Tr. Tr. 1.4 5.6 12.0 9.8 2.1 Tr. 
39.5 Tr. Tr. Tr. 3.4 11.2 20.2 16.8 10.0 Tr. 
0.0 0.0 34.0 50.0 36.0 12.0 4.0 Tr. 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 28.0 36.0 56.0 22.0 8.0 Tr. 0.0 0.0 
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As seen in Table VI» the hydrogen-ion concentration 
favorable to the germination of the spores of Ustilago zeae 
ranged from 6.5 to 2,5 pH. '?his wide range of acidity-
favorable to the germination of the spores corresponds to 
the findings of 7/ebb (42) in his study with the spores of 
Aspergillas niger, Penicilliam cyolopiam, Botrytis cinerea. 
Fasariam sp. and Lenzitas saepiaria*- However, with the 
spores of Ustilago zeae. a doable optimum hydrogen-ion con­
centration with an isoelactrio point of minimum germination 
such as was found by 7»ebb (42), was not found, though pre­
liminary tests were made with media having an acidity range 
from 10«0 to 2.0 pH. 
Irrespective of the medium used,, the optimum hydrogen-
ion concentration as obtained Tdth the three mineral acids 
(hydrochloric, nitric, and sulfuric) was 3.5 to 3.0 pE. 
The fatty acids (formic, acetic and butyric) v/hen used in 
quantities sufficient to change the acidity of the media 
from 6.5 to 6.0 pH or below seemed to be toxic to the spores. 
This is shown by the fact that with the exception of formic 
acid in gelatin, the cultures acidified with these acids 
showed less than one per cent germination. Cultures on 
gelatin acidified with formic acid showed 2.5 per cent ger­
mination, at 5.0 pH and 5.6 per cent germination at 4.5 pH. 
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Varioas other organic acids (oxalic, saccinic, lactic, 
malic, tartaric and citric) prodaced the best germination at 
4,0 to 3»5 pH, irrespective of the mediam ased. The aro­
matic acids however, produced the best germination at a 
mach lower hydrogen-ion concentration; benzoic acid at 
5,5 pH and salicylic acid at 5.0 pH» The different acids, 
therefore, seem to have a specific action apon the spores 
independent of the hydrogen-ion concentration produced by 
them in the calture media. 
The reaction of the spores to certain derivatives 
of benigoic acid 
Since the pH at isfcich benzoic acid prodaced the high­
est percentage of germination of the spores was lower than 
that for any of the other acids used, an attempt was made to 
analyze the specificity of this acid. Experiments were con­
ducted to determine the relation between the reaction of the 
spores tothis acid and to some of its derivatives. In these 
tests, a ten-^per-cent solution of gelatin was used as the 
caltare mediam. Ten cubic centimeters of the solution were 
poured into syracuse dishes and to this adde®. Imown 
amounts of the organic compounds; benzoic acid, benzoic 
anhydride, benzaldehyde, benzoyl chloride,, calcium benzoate, 
ethyl benzoate and benzamide. The hydrogen-ion concentra— 
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tion of the mediam in each case was ooloriniBtrically 
determined* The spores were then das ted over the sarface 
of the mediam and the oaltares were kept in air-tight 
moist-chambers at SOOQ. for 24 hoars. Ten trials were made 
with each chemical. As checlcs, caltares on gelatin to 
which none of the organic substance had been added were 
placed in the moist chamber containing the organic sub­
stance, Caltares in moist chancers containing only water 
were also ased as checks. The reaction of the spores to the 
derivatives of benzoic acid contrasted with their reaction 
to the acid itself is shown in Hable 711. 
Table Vli. A comparison of the reaction of the spores to 
benzoic acid and to certain of its derivatives. 
: Amt« in gms. ; ; 
Organic substance : added to lOo.c. : pH : Per cent 
added ; of 10 per cent ; ;germination 
:solution of prelatin; ; 
Benzoic acid® Ck.^ 6.0 Tr.^ 
tf n Ok.e 6.0 Tr. 
II " 0.005 5.8 65.0 
IT tt 0.010 5.5 85.0 
n Tt 0.015 5.0 40.0 
Benzoic anhydride^- Ck.li 6.0 Tr. 
rf tf Ck.o 5.0 10.0 
tf IT 0.005 6.0 20.0 
n tt 0.010 5.9 50.0 
TT If 0.020 5.8 60.0 
t» tf 0.050 5.7 70.0 
If IT 0.075 5.5 80,0 
Tf If 0.100 5.0 75.0 
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Table VII• (Continaad) 
: Amt» in gms, 
Organic sabstance : added to 10o*e. 
added : of 10 per cent 
:aolation of gelatin 
pH : Per cent 
: germination 
Benzaldehyde 
It n 
If 
n 
Tl 
ft 
TT 
If 
If 
n 
It 
n 
Benzoyietiloride 
n ff 
n 
n 
n 
n 
ti 
» 
IT 
l?thylbenzo ate 
rt n 
»T 
n 
IT 
rr 
IT 
IT 
TI 
n 
Galciamben25oata 
n It n 
n n IT 
n IT « 
n n M 
IT TT »T 
fT n tf 
tT IT IT 
Benzamide®' 
n 
IT 
n 
«T 
n 
n 
IT 
TT 
0*001 
0»002 
0.005 
0.010 
0.100 
Ck.o 
0»001 
0..00S 
0.005 
0*010 
Ck.^ 
Ck.o 
0.001 
0.002 
0.005 
0.100 
Ck.^ 
Gk.c 
0*0005 
0*0010 
0*0020 
0*0050 
0.0100 
0*1000 
Ck.^ 
Ok.® 
0.001 
0,002 
0»005 
6.0 Tr. 
6.0 60*0 
6.0 75.0 
5.9 80.0 
5.8 80.0 
5*7 80*0 
5*5 0.0 
6*0 Tr* 
6*0 60.0 
6*0 50*0 
5*9 75*0 
5.7 50*0 
5*5 0*0 
6.0 Tr* 
6*0 50*0 
6*0 60*0 
6*0 75*0 
6*0 40*0 
6.0 0*0 
6*0 Tr* 
6*0 Tr* 
6*0 75*0 
6.0 75*0 
6.0 75*0 
6.0 75.0 
6.0 75*0 
6*0 0*0 
6.0 Tr. 
6.0 ?r. 
6.0 2.0 
6.0 10.0 
6.0 25.0 
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Table 711 • (Continued) 
Organic substance 
added 
; Amt. in gms* : 
: added to lOc.c. : 
: of 10 per cent : 
:solution of gelatin: 
pH Per cent 
germination 
Benzamide® 0.010 6.0 50.0 
JT II 0,020 6,0 20.0 
II IT 0.050 6.0 0.0 
a -
b -
e -
d -
Satoratad solations of benzoic acid, benzoic anhydride, 
calciam benzoate and benzamide were made and known 
amoants of these added to 10o*o« of the medium. 
Checks of a ten-per-cent solation of gelatin oat of 
contact with the organic substance* 
Checks of a ten-per-cent solution of gelatin placed 
in the culture chamber containing the orgapie sub-
stance* 
Tr« indicates a trace of germination, less 
per cent* 
than one 
As may be noted in Table VII» there was a specific ac­
tion of the organic substances upon the germination of the 
apores irrespective of the hydrogen-ion concentration of 
the medium. 1?he effect of benzoic anhydride correlates well 
with that of benzoic acid. 'This might be expected since 
this compound hydrolyses to form benzoic acid. Benzalde-
hyde and benzoylchloride^ due to the oxidation of the former 
and the hydrolysis of the latter, produce an acid effect 
similar to that of benzoic acid. The check cultures which 
had been placed in the chambers with the other cultures 
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prodaoed good germination* In this ease sufficient vapor 
of the respective compoands, both of which are very vola­
tile, was absorbed by the mediam of the check ctil tares to 
act apon the spores. In the check caltores that had been 
placed in moist chanflaars containing only water, less than 
one per cent of the spores germinated» Both sabstances 
proved toxic to the spores, however, when ased in amounts 
sufficient to raise the hydrogen-ion concentration of the 
medium to 5*5 pH, the optimom as found with benzoic acid. 
This,, therefore, indicates a specific action independent 
of that of the hydrogen-ion since an acidity of 6.5 pH, ob­
tained with the direct use of benzoic acid, was found to 
be optirnaia to the germination of the spores rather than 
toxic • 
On the other hand, ethylbenzoate, calcium benzoate 
and benzamide had no appreciable effect upon the hydrogen-
ion eoneentration of the medium but p3X)duced a specific ac­
tion upon the germination of the spores according to the 
I amount used. Even the vapors of ethylbenzoate produced a 
I stimulative effect upon germination in the check cultures,. 
I being sufficiently absorbed by the culture media to act up-
I on the spores» likewise amounts ranging from O.OOl g- to 
1 0«005 g. added to lOc.c. of the medium stimulated 
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1 germination. Hov/ever, 0^1 g. was toxic to the spores. I Galciam benzoata, added in amounts ranging from 0,0005 g.-
to 0.01 atimalated germination but 0#1 g. proved toxic. 
Benzamide added in amoants ranging from 0.001 to 0.02 g. 
;i was stinaulativQ bJit 0.05 g. ~as toxic. Sines tbiS addition 
|| of varying amounta of these substances prodaeed no change 
I in the acidity of the calture modium, their stimalating 
|| and inhibiting effect apon the geimination of the spores 
II was not due to a change in the concentration of the hydrogen-
|| ions. 
if Eelation of o:^^n to the 
11 germination of The sporei' 
I fhe relation of oxygen to the germination of the 
I chlamydospores of ITstilago zeao is not known. Some spores, 
I sach as the aredospores of the rasts, germinate readily in 
j| T/ater apparently obtaining therefrom sufficient oxygen for 
j| germination. It is a well known fact, however, that the 
;| chlamydospores of tJstilago geae do not germinate well when 
: placed in water. Under atmospheric pressure and at 30^0., 
water absorbs only 2.6 per cent of oxygen by volume accord­
ing to Olsen (29). VThether this amount is sufficient to 
I support the germination of these spores has never been deter­
mined. An attempt was made, therefore, to determine the re­
lation of oxygen to their germination. 
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A preliminaiy experiment was eondacted to learn 
T/hether the spoils woald germinate in the absence of oxygen. 
In this ei^oriment, tomato 3*^106 and gelatin were used as 
caltiire mediae ?h.a tomato juice was prepared by crashing 
ripe tomatoes to a polp^ adding isatar^ doable-distilled 
from glass^ in the ratio of three parts of palp to seven 
parts of water and filtering the solation tl^agh absorbent 
cotton* njhe gelatin medium was prepared by acidifying a 
ton-per-aent solation of gelatin to a hydrogen-ion concen­
tration of 5hS pH with benzoic acidk The spores were dasted 
upon the sarface of the madia in syracasa dishes which were 
sabseqaently placed in desiccators from which the oxygen 
was removed with an alkaline solation of pyrogallic acidi 
The alkaline solation of pyrogallol was prepared by 
mixing a solation of one part of pyrogallic acid by weight 
in three parts of water with an eqaal volame of a solation 
of one part of potassiam hydroxide "by weight in three jarts 
of water* This solation^ known as Berthelot^s solation of 
pyi-ogallol (44) > absorbs 10 times its volame of osygen when 
freshly prepared* Sufficient amounts were placed in the 
desiocators to absorb from one and one-half to two times as 
mach oxygen as could possibly be present in the air of the 
desiccators* 5s the cultures were kept at 30®C*, the 
absorption of oxygen was rapid enoa^ to prevent the 
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formation of an appreciable amoant of carbon monoxidQ 
which often forms at lower tempera tares. The results of 
five trials showed that the spores did not germinate in the 
absence of oxygen whereas the controls in air prodaced 80 
per cent germination# 
An experiment was next planned in which the spores were 
sabjected to atmospheres containing different amounts of 
oxygen. In this experiment the spores were dusted upon the 
sarface of the media in small vials which were sabseqaently 
placed in caltare chambers containing known amoants of 
oxygen; 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 per cent of the volume of the 
chamber. The air was exhausted from the chambers by means 
of an air pomp and the oxygen, admitted into the chambers 
from a gas tank, was measured with gas burrettos. n?he cul­
tures were kept at 30®C. for 24 hours, five replications 
having been made in each case. 
As thQ media used contain a certain amoant of oxygen 
in solution, it seemed advisable to determine whether or not 
the spores would germinate when immersed in these media. 
Suspensions of the spores were made with tomato J^iice and 
with a ten-per-cent solution of gelatin acidified to a 
hydrogen-ion concentration of 5.5 pH with benzoic acid. Small 
vials were filled with these suspensions and were stoppered 
air-tight. In other tests the spores were fixed on 
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mioroscope slides with an egg alhamen fixative and were 
immersed by placing the slides in open vessels containing 
the media. 
Since the spores did not germinate when immersed in 
tha CQltare media it seemed possible that they might sink 
in water and dilate concentrations of other liquid media to 
such an extent as to be deprived of sufficient oxygen for 
germination. An experiment v/ss planned, therefore, to 
determine the effect of dilation of different media. The 
culture media used in this experiment were tomato Juice pre­
pared as previously described, a ten-peivcent solution of 
gelatin acidified with hydrochloric acid, a ten-per-cent 
solution of gelatin acidified with malic acid, a ten-per-
cent solation of gelatin acidified with salicylic acid and 
a ten-per-cent solation of gelatin to which a definite aaount 
of calcium benzoate (0.01 g. to lO.Oc.c.) was added. These 
media were subsequently diluted by adding distilled water 
which had been twice distilled in pyrex distilling flasks. 
The spores were dusted on the surface of the media and the 
cultures v/ere kept at 30^0, for 24 hours. The percentage 
of germination in atmospheres containing know amounts of 
oxygen is given in Table YIII. The effect of dilation of 
the culture media upon germination is shovm in Table 
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Ta"bl0 Till. Tho ralation of O35yg0n to the geimination of the 
ehlantydosporee of Pstllago zeae. 
Per cent • • 
Modiom atmospheric ; Per cent 
oxygen : germination 
Solation of gelatin Ck. in air 86.1 
5 83.2 
4 20.0 
3 15.0 
2 2.0 
1 "Pr. 
0 0.0 
Solution of tomato jaica Ok, in air 81.2 
5 75.0 
4 51.8 
3 30.0 
2 15.0 
1 10 »0 
0 0.0 
referring to fahle Till, it may be noted that atmoa 
pheres containing lass than three per cent of oxygen were 
not favorable for the germination of the spores. In atmos­
pheres containing five per Cent of oxygen, however, the cul-
tares on gelatin produced 83.2 per cent germination as com­
pared with 86.1 per cent in the checSrs in the open air. The 
cultares on tomato jaice showed 75.0 per cent germination 
whereas the checks in open .air prodaeed 81,2 per cent. It 
appears, therefore, that atmospheres containing at least 
five per cent of oxygen are reqaired to eapport germination 
of the chlamydospores of gstilago zeae cpmparablo to that 
obtained in air» 
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Table IX. '^he effect of dilution of different media upon the 
germination of the chlamydospores of Pstilago zeae 
Medium 
;Per cent: 
:concen- : 
:tration : 
PH 
Per cent 
germina­
tion 
Tomato jaice 30 4.0 80.6 
It n 15 4.0 76.8 
n n 10 4.0 49.0 
n tt 5 4.0 36.8 
n n E 4.0 21.4 
TT n 1 4.0 9.2 
Gelatin acidified with 
hydrochloric acids' 10 3.0 65.0 
JT IT It 5 3.0 58.0 
n It It 3 3.0 42.0 
H ft TT 8 3.0 28.0 
tt 11 IT 1 3.0 10.0 
»i II n 3.0 Tr.^> 
Gelatin acidified with 
malic aoid^ 10 4.0 72.0 
It w ft 5 4.0 67.0 
n IT IT 3 4.0 51.0 
tt tt If S 4.0 38.0 
It n It 1 4.0 15.0 
It tt tt 4.0 Tr. 
Gelatin acidified with 
salicylic acid®- 10 5.0 88.4 
It It If 5 5.0 74.6 
It tt H 3 5.0 67.6 
It n IT 2 5.0 57.4 
It tt IT 1 5.0 9.6 
It IT tt 5.0 Tr. 
Gelatin plus calcium benzoate 
{0.01 g. to 10c. c.)®- 10 6.0 82.0 
IT n n IT 5 5.0 76.0 
ft It If « 3 6.0 54.0 
. n tt n rr 8 6.0 37.0 
n It a IF 1 6.0 12.0 
H It Tt n 6.0 Tr. 
a - Checks of gelatin alone produced less than one per cent 
geirmination. 
h - fr. signifies less than one per cent. 
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Roference to Table IX, shows that when tomato juice 
was used as a culture medium, the spores germinated "best in 
solutions containing at least 30 per cent of the juice, 
V/hen the juice was diluted to 15 per cent or less the ger­
mination decreased in proportion to the dilution. Likewise 
when gelatin was used as a culture medium, whether 
acidified v;itli hydrochloric acid, malic acid or salicylic 
acid, to the optimum acidity for these acids, the germination 
decreased with the dilution. The best germiniation, . about 80 
per cent, occurred in solutions containing at least.three per 
cent of gelatin^ In dilutions containing less gelatin, the 
germination gradually diminished; in a one-half-per-cent 
solution only a, trace of germination occurred irrespective 
of the acid used- Similar results v;ere obtained when calcium 
benzoate was added to different dilutions of gelatin* Cul­
tures in which 0«01 g» of calcium benzoate was added to 
lOc.c* of a ten-per-cent solution of gelatin produced 8E per 
cent of germination. When the same amunt f0«.01 g.) of cal­
cium benzoate was added to lOe.c. of mors dilute solutions 
of gelatin, the germination decreased in proportion to the 
dilution, only a trace of germination showing in one-half-
per-cent solutions. 
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At first thought, it may ba supposed that tho offset 
of tha dilution of the culture rasdia is due to a diminution 
of some natriant substance that is necessary for the germin­
ation of the spores. The data of "able IX do not confirm 
this supposition. Since tha spores in tho check cultures of 
gelatin alone did not germinate, there appears to be 
nothing in the galatin itself favorable to their germina­
tion. Lforaover, the dilution of the acidified media did not 
produce an appreciable change in the hydrogen-ion concen­
tration of the cultures. Thus the effect of dilution can­
not be due to a change in acidity. In the cultures in v/hich 
calcium benzoate was used, the same amount was added to each 
dilution of the gelatin. It was, therefore, not a differ­
ence in the amount of this substance added to the culture 
medium that produced the difference in germination. 
Furthermore, good germination of these spores was obtained 
on such non-nutrient media as silica gel and collodion. 
JTutrients are evidently non-essential to the germination of 
the chlaraydospores of gstilago zeae and the dilution effect 
must be attributed to some factor other than tha diminution 
of nutrient substances. 
It may be thought also that a difference in the 
osmotic pressure of the various dilutions of the media used 
accounts for the differenee in germination. the 
freezing-point method the osmotic pressure of tomato 
dilated with 70 parts of water, a dilation on which 80 per 
cent of the spores germinated, was found to be only three 
atmospheres greater than that of tomato ^uice dilated with 
99 parts of water on which only nine per cent of the spores 
geminated. When one consideres the magnitude of the 
osmotic pressure of such cells as the ohlamydospores of 
Us ti la go zeae, it is not probable that a difference of three 
atmospheres would have much influence upon their germination. 
That a difference in the surface tension of the dilu­
tions might be responsible for tlie difference in germination 
was considered. • The surface tension of distilled water and 
of various dilutions of tomato Juice was determined by the 
modified ring method described by Durrell, Person and 
Rogers flS). An average of 80 trials with each liquid is 
given in Table X, 
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Table Z« The sarface tension of varioas dilations of tomato 
^aioe and of distilled water# 
Medium 
• • 
• « 
;Per cant^ 
:dilution: 
Sarfaoe tension 
(dynes) 
Tomato jaice 30 54.4 
rf n  15 56.6 
n tT 10 57.6 
n n 5 60.0 
tt  n 2 61.2 
n n 1 62.8 
Water (twice glass-distilled) 69.2 
As shown in Table X, the sarfaoe tension of a 30-per-
cent solation of tomato jaice is only 8.5 dynes less than 
that of a one-par-eent solution and only 14»8 dynes less 
than that of distilled water. JSfoble (28) working with the 
sporas of tfrooystis tritioi foand no correlation between ger­
mination and the sarface tension of the media ased, though 
he used differences of surface tension as high as 34 dynes. 
It appears, therefore, that differences in sarface tension 
ranging from 2.2 dynes to 14.8 dynes are too small to affect 
the germination of the spores of ITstilago zeae to any great 
degree. 
Whether the spores are injured by excessive imbibtion 
when placed in water or dilute solutions was also given 
consideration. The spores were fixed on microscope slides 
with an egg albumen fixative. These slides were placed 
under the microscope and the spores were flooded with water^ 
tomato juice solations ranging from 30 per cent to one per 
cent, and gelatin solations ranging from 10 per cent to 
one-half per cent. The diameter of the spores was measured 
before and after flooding, with the aid of an eyepiece 
I micromatera By using a lo8 mm», oil-immersion objective 
i and a 25a: eyepiece, the protoplasmic contents of the spores 
coald be easily distingaished from the cell wall. In these 
studies, no plasmolysis or excessive swelling of the spores 
was noted. In fact no visible change occurred with the use 
of any of the liquids. 
As evidence that the lowered percentage of germination 
in dilate solutions was tha effect of a lack of oxj^en, it 
seemed advisable to determine to what extent the spores 
sink in the different media, for the greater the extent of 
surface exposed to the oxygen, the greater the percentage 
of germination should be if the osygen is the controlling 
factor. Since the sinking of an,object, when placed in a 
liquid, is proportional to the difference between its 
specific gravity and that of the liquid, it was necessary to 
find the specific gravity of the spores and of the media, 
The approximate specific gravity of the spores was found by 
making suspensions of them in liquids of known specific 
gravity and noting to what extent they sank in these liquids. 
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The llqaids ased for these suspensions were solutions of 
ethyl alcohol in water with specific gravities ranging 
from 0.85 to 0.99, distilled water with a specific gravity 
of 1.00, and solutions of sodium carbonate in water with 
specific gravities ranging from 1.01 to 1.10. As seen "by 
Table XI, the specific gravity of the spores ranges from 
0.95 to 1.05. 
In determining the specific gravity of the media, 
weighings with a specific gravity flask were made with 
water and the tomato Juice solutions. The specific gravity 
of the gelatin solutions was found with a hydrometer. The 
findings of these tests are shown' in Table ZII. 
Table XI* The specific gravity of the chlamydospores of 
Ustllago zeae 
Solution 
:Specific : 
:gravity : Supore reaction 
Water plus CoHsOH 
i» ti It tf 
tf 
ri 
If 
n 
H 
n 
!t 
TT 
H 
rt 
n 
tt 
n 
n 
tt 
tt tt 
tf ft 
tt It 
ft If 
If It 
distilled 
plus BfagCOg 
It It If 
tt 
If 
tt 
It 
tt tf 
tt It 
If If 
n tf 
0.85 All sank rapidly 
0.90 All sank rapidly 
0.96 Almost all sank slowly 
0.96 4/5 sank 
0.97 3/4 sank 
0.98 2/3 sank 
0.9§ 1/2 sank 
1.00 1/2 sank 
1.01 1/3 sank 
1.02 1/4 sank 
1.03 1/5 sank 
1.04 1/10 sank 
1.05 A few sank 
1.10 Hone sank 
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Table XII» 'Dhe specific gravity of various dilations of 
tomato jaioe and galatin as contrasted with that 
of distilled water. 
Liqgid Specific gravity 
30^ solation of tomato jaice 
15  ^ tf n n n 
10^ 
si 
2^ 
Ifo 
Check (distilled water) 
t? 
IT 
n 
tr 
n 
u 
n 
fi 
ri 
tf 
n 
10^ solution of gelatin 
5% " 
si " 
1^ " 
tt 
n 
rr 
tf 
tr 
If 
ft 
n 
IT 
Tt 
tf 
IT 
If 
ff 
Check (distilled water) 
1.0078 
1,0035 
1.0018 
1.0005 
1.0002 
1.00004 
0.997E 
1.0197 
1.0083 
1.0021 
1.0007 
i.00004 
1.00004 
0.9972 
By comparing the data recorded in Tables XI and XII, 
it may be noted that the specific gravity of most of the 
sporas is less than that of the more concentrated solations 
of the culture media. The specific gravity of a 30-per-cent 
solation of tomato j'uice is 1.0078 and that of a lO-per-cent 
solation of gelatin is 1.0197, whereas the specific gravity 
of most of the spores is between 1.00 and 0.99. The 
specific gravity of wateron the other hand is likewise 
about 1.00. It also may be noted that the specific gravity 
of the solation decreases in proportion to the dilation. 
Since most of the spores are lighter than the more concen­
trated solutions of the culture media, it is evident that 
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they will not sinir as daap in these as they do in water. 
This was confirmed by actaal observation. 1)he spores were 
dusted upon the surface of drops of the various solutions 
placed on the edge of a microscope slide. This slide was 
fixed in a "barber-pipette-clamp so as to be readily adjusted 
to auoh a position as to obtain a focus on the spores float­
ing on the surface of the dilution drops, nieans of a 
Bauseh and lorab 8.5 inni» objective and a 253: eyepiece, the 
depth to ^ich the spores sank in the various dilutions 
could be seen. In water and in the more dilute solutions of 
tomato juice and gelatin, the spores sink to 0.8 of their 
diameter. When dusted upon the surface of the more concen­
trated solutions-, they sink to only 0.4 or less of their 
diameter. The difference of the exposure of the surface of 
the spores is gi'aphically shown in Plate IV. 
The data disclosed by the above experiments indicate 
that water and dilate, aqueous solutions of culture media do 
not contain sufficient osrygen to support germination of the 
chlamydospores of Ustilago zeae. They show, also that, 
when the spores are dusted on the surface of these liquids, 
they are almost entirely subjnargad and are deprived of 
enough oxygen to induce germination. 
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Discassloa 
BrefQia. (S) obtained good germination of the ehlamydo-
spores of Ustilago aeae hy using manure decoction, beer-
wort and varioas synthetic solutions as cultare madia and 
concladed that the normal germination of the sporas is 
dependent upon the natrient substances in the madia* Ap­
parently, subsequent worirers have held to this opinion as is 
evidenced by the cultore media they have used in their ex-
perimentaH. vvork# For instance, Hitchcock and Norton (18) 
used a modified cohn-solution. Arthur and Stuart fl) and 
Jones (23) used pasteur-solution. Stakman (34) used sugar 
solutions and Christensen and Stakman (7) used dextrose agar 
agar# The experiments of the writer on the other hand, do 
not confirm the conclusion that nutrients are essential to 
the gennination of the spores* It was found that they ger­
minate readily, ho •waver, when placed on a moist substratum 
and kept in atmospheres containing 15 per cent of COg and 
at least 5 per cant Og by volume# 
The affect of the COg on the germination of the spores 
is apparently due to the action of the carbonic acid that 
is formed by its action with water, '.since there was a 
direct corralation between the hydrogen-ion concentration 
produced in culture media that were acidified v/ith COg and 
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tlie pei'contaga of gejaiination that was obtained in the ool-
tttras. nowavar, the action of the oarhonie acid on tha 
spores camiot be attributed to the H-ion only. It was foand 
by the use of other acids that hydrogen-ion concentrations 
ranging from 6.5 to 2.5 pH are favorable to their germina­
tion. On tha other hand, the spores did not germinate in at­
mospheres containing sufficient C0£ to produce a hydrogen-
ion concentration of pil 4.6 or greater in the culture media. 
Carbonic acid evidently has a specific action upon the spores 
independent of the H~lon» 
"The fact that the spores require atmospheres containing 
at least five per cent of oxygen to support their germination, 
is, no doubt, the reason for their failure to germinate 
readily in water and dilute liquid media. It is known that, 
under normal atmospheric conditions, these liquids contain 
only two or three par cent of oxygen. It v;as found by the 
Tv'riter that the sporas sink in these liquids to such a depth 
that they are almost entirely submarged. They are then 
deprived of sufficient oxygen to support germination. On the 
other hand, synthetic nutrient solutions and such media as 
gelatin and agar agar, undoubtedly expose the sporas to an 
^ entirely different environment. The synthetic solutions have 
a higher specific gravity than water and the spores do not 
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sink as deep in them. Sporas dasted on gelatin and agar agar 
media, likewise rest apon the sarface. In saoh media, 
therefore, the sporas are exposed to ordinary atmospheric 
conditions which, together with the moist sahstrata are 
favorable to germination. 
It is possible, of coarse, that the manare decoction, 
the beerwort and the synthetic solutions used by Brefeld (3) 
as well as the synthetic media used by subsequent workers 
possessed the physical and chemical properties necessary to 
make them suitable media for the germination of the spores. 
However, the conclusion that the nutrient substance they con­
tained are essential to the germination of the spores 
appears to be incorrect. 
Summary 
The results of experimental work indicated that the ger­
mination of the chlamydospores of Ustilago zeae fBeckm.) 
Unger is stimulated by the presence of living plant tissue. 
The stimulative effect is quite general as was shown by 
the use of a great variety of plant tissues. 
Analysis of the cause of the stimulation showed that 
the stimulative agent is COg. 
Atmospheres containing 15 per cent of COg which ms pro­
duced either by the presence of living plant tissue or by a 
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gas generator, ware found to be optimum to the geimination of 
the spores* 
A retarding effect upon the germination of the spores 
was obtained when they were subjected to atmospheres con­
taining mors than 15 per cent COg« 
The effect of COp upon the germination of ,the spores 
\ 
tTstilago zeae is apparently due to a specific action of 
the carbonic acid formed by an aqueous solution of the gas. 
Atmospheres containing 15 per cent of COg produced 
hydrogen-ion concentrations in the culture media that varied 
from 4»9 to 5»6 pH, according to the medium used. 
Tests in which the culture media were acidified with 
various acids showed that hydrogen-ion concentrations rang­
ing from 6.5 to 2,5 pH were favorable to the germination of 
the spores. 
The results of the experina nts indicated that the dif­
ferent acids have a specific action upon germination inde­
pendent of the action of the hydrogen-ion. 
Irrespective of the medium used, Ihe optimum hydrogen-
ion concentration as obtained with three mineral acids 
(hydrochloric, nitric aad sulphuric) was 3.5 to 3.0 pH. 
The fatty acids (formic, acetic, and butyric) when used 
in quantities sufficient to change the acidity of the media 
from 6.5 to 5.0 pH or below, were toxic to the spores. 
—5'3^  
Oxalic acid, succinie acid, lactic acid, malic acid, 
tartaric acid and citric acid prodaced the "beati germination 
at 4.0 to 3,5 pH. 
Aromatic acids prodaced the beat germination at a mach 
lower liydrogen-ion concentration, salicylic aoid at 5o0 pH 
and benzoic aoid at 5«5 pH« 
]Bfhen certain derivatives of benzoic acid were added to 
the caltare media, they prodaced a spacific action apon the 
germination of the spores that v?as independent of the acidity 
of the media. 
Small amoants of benzaldehyde and benzoylchloride stim-
alated germination. Amoants that were sofficient to change 
the hydrogen-ion concentration of the media to 5.5 pH, the 
optimum acidity for germination as foond with benzoic acid, 
were toxic to the spores. 
Ethylbenzoate, calcium benzoate and benzamide stima-
lated or prohibited the germination of the spores according 
to the amount that was added to the caltare media. However, 
none of these sabstances prodaced an appreciable effect ap­
on the acidity of the media. 
The chlamydospores of gstilago zeae do not germinate in 
the absence of oxygen. 
Atmospheres containing at least five per cent of oxygen 
are required to produce germination comparable to that ob-
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tainad in tba opan. 
When saspendad in mter, tomato aaice or gelatin and 
kept in air-tight vials, the spores failed to geiroinate, ap­
parently dae to a lack of oxygen# 
V/hen dusted apon the surface of water and dilute solu­
tions of liquid media, the spores do not geiminate as well 
as T;hen dusted upon more concentrated solutions of the madia. 
They sink deeper in the dilute solutions than in the more 
concentrated and, evidently, are deprived of sufficient 
oxygen to support germination. 
II. STUDIES 01 TP lilPEGTIOII OP 33A 
LIAYS BY ITSTIIi&GO SEAE 
• Review of literature 
The first significant study of the infection of corn hy 
Ustilago zeae ms the works of Brefeld (4) in which he con­
clusively established the fact that corn smut is not a sys­
temic disease. He studied the susceptihility of growing 
com plants to infection by Pstilago zeae beginning with the 
germinating grain. He used five different varieties of com 
in his experiments but, finding no difference in their sus­
ceptibility, he reported the results of- his work as a whole, 
irrespective of the variety of corn. In general, he used the 
following three methods in exposing the plants to infection: 
(1) impregnating the soil in which the com was planted with 
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sporidia, (2) apraying the plants or parts thereof with a 
suspension of the sporidia in an atomizer and dropping 
the sporidial suspension into the terminal leaf—spirals with 
a "Spritzflasche"*. In each case he ased sporidia obtained 
from pare ciiltixres grown in a nutrient solution* All corn 
for his experimental work was planted in hoses in the labor­
atory early in the spring and was transplanted into the field 
later in the season* 
In an experiment in which he planted soaked, ungermin-
ated com in a fertilized soil impregnated with sporidia, 
one plant of 50 became infected and died within four weeks 
from the development of a smut boil on the young stem ^O-St 
below the ground. 
In a series of experiments in which he sprayed young 
seedlings with a sporidial suspension, he did not obtain 
much better results, in these tests, the com was sown on 
the surface of the soil in boxes (50 kernels in a box). 
After the grain germinated, the young plants in four sucoes-
sive stages of growth were sprayed with the sporidial suspen­
*Spritzflaaohe is defined in Muret-Sanders Snzyklopadischea 
Worterbuch (Deutsch-English) as follows; "ohm. washing—bottle. 
^ This is, no doubt, a washing-bottle as is used in chemical 
laboratories. It is not known whether the instrument used by 
Brefeld was so constructed. 
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sion and wore kept covered v-lth ^ass for two or three days, 
They were then exposed to the open air of the laboratory 
for two weeks and were sahseqaently transplanted to the 
field to mature. Of 200 plants in which the plumale with its 
sarrounding coleoptile was ^ast protrading from the kernel at 
the time they were sprayed, 15 heeame infected* Of 200 
plants, sprayed vjhen the plumule had grown slightly longer, 
hut had not yet pierced the coleoptile, five became infected. 
One hundred plants sprayed just after the plumale had pierced 
the coleoptile remained non-infected. Similar experiments, 
conducted the following spring, in which seedlings, somewhat 
larger than those previously used, were sprayed with the 
sporidial suspension, likewise, gave negative results. 
In experiments in which he dropped the sporidial suspen­
sion into the terminal leaf-spirals of the growing plants, he 
obtained very striking results. Of 100 plants about a fooj 
tall thus treated, eveify plant became infected. These plants 
had bean selected for infection studies because the terminal 
leaf-spirals formed by the unfolding leaves were particularly 
well developed# The corn had been planted in the laboratory 
in April; the plants were transplanted into the field in Ifegr 
and were treated about the middle of June. They were covered 
with straw mats for five days after being treated, in order 
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to keep off the rain, and were then exposed to the open antil 
mature• 
With plants somewhat smaller, ahoa.t one-half foot tall, 
Brefeld (4) foand that the saccess of infection depended apon 
the extent to which the terminal leaf-spirals had developed. 
He noted that this characteriatic of corn plants varied great­
ly in different varieties of corn and in different individuals 
of any one variety* He was unsible to saccessfally infect 
plants with poorly developed leaf-spirals bat succeeded in 
infecting all plants that had formed open leaf-spirals at 
this age. On the other hand, he was not very successful in 
infecting plants larger than one foot tall "by dropping the 
suspension of spor idia into the leaf-spirals though these 
were well developed. Of 50 plants that he treated in this man­
ner when about one and one-half feet tall, only six became 
infected. Plants that he treated when more than one and 
one-half feet tall remained entirely free from smut symp­
toms. He concluded that the sporidial suspension was no 
longer able to come in contact with penetrable tissue in 
these larger plants. Brefeld also obtained infection on the 
ears and on the advontituous, brace roots of corn plants. 
^ !Phe ears he infected by dropping the sporidial suspension 
into the distal ends with the "Spritzflasche" before the 
silk began to show or by exposing the young ovaries at the 
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tima of silking and spraying the saspension upon them with 
an atomizer. By both methods he obtained a rather high per­
centage of infection# He infected the adventitiioas roots 
by spraying the yoang tips with the sporidial saspension 
Eind v/rapping them with parchment paper. 
During his experimental work on infection, Brefeld (4) 
made a microscopic study of the penetration of the germina­
tion-tube of the sporidia into the tissues of the host. He 
reported the observation of a few cases of penetration after 
spraying young seedlings with the sporidial suspension. 
'These occurred only at the root-nodes. He found, however, 
that prolific penetration occurred when plants from one-half 
to one foot tall were treated by dropping the sporidia sus­
pension into the terminal leafi-spirals. Within five days 
after treatment, the infacting-hyphae had penetrated the 
epidermis of the tender inneiraost leaves and the growing 
tips of the stem so that these tissues were literally per­
forated. By examining older plants that were similarly 
treated, he noted that as the tissues became more mature 
penetration became less liable. In some cases, he found 
that penetration had taken place but that further develop­
ment of the disease was arrested due to tJie rapid maturing 
of the host tissue that had been invaded. 
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In his aecoant of the resalts of his experimental work» 
Brefeld (4) described in detail the first symptoms of corn 
smat as the disease manifests itself on the host and the 
subsequent development of these symptoms# He pointed oat 
that the first symptom, especially on the leaves, is a dis­
coloration of the infected area* The color of these areas 
varies from a pale gceen to cream—yellow. The infected 
region may be aniformly discolored or irregularly mottled, 
streaked or even blotched due to the coalescence of the 
small initially Infected spots. The discolored areas may be­
come disintegrated and torn. They may become crinkled also 
with wavy, knot-like roaghenings many of vAiieh later develop 
into small boils. In this case, a reddish-brovm margin is 
often formed around the infected spots. On the other hand, 
the discolored areas may entirely disappear due to the 
death of the invading mycelium and subsequent restoration of 
normalcy in the host tissue. 
Prom the results of his experiments, Brefeld(4) con­
cluded that infection of com by gstlla^io zeae is possible 
on the leaves, on the stem, on the apical staminate 
inflorescences, on the axillary pistillate inflorescences 
and even on the adventitttoi:^ roots. He concluded farther 
that infection on any of these plant parts is possible only 
when viable sporidia come in contact with host tissue that 
-So­
ls saffioiently tender to permit the penetration of the 
germination-tabes of these spores. 
Hitchoock and Norton (18) condacted a series of ex­
periments on infeotion of com by Ustllago zeae> In prelim­
inary tests in the green hoase they obtained negative re-
Biats by treating seedlings of different sizes with ehlamy-
dospores and sporidia* In field tests, they dusted the com 
with chlan^rdospores before planting, sprayed seedlings of 
different sizes with a sporidial saspension anfl forced a 
sporidial sacpension into varioas parts of the plants by 
piercing thsm v7ith a pointed, glass pipette containing the 
suspension. They reported a higher percentage of smat on 
plants inocalated by forcing the saspension into the tis­
sues than was shown by the checks. All other tests proved 
fatile for them. From the results of their experiments, 
they concluded that infection may take place in any part of 
the plant where growing tissue is present, and at any time 
in its life, but scarcely ever before the plant has attained 
the height of three feet. This statement does not agree 
with the findings of Brefeld (4) since his bast results 
were obtained with plants about one foot tall. 
Arthur and Stuart (1) made a study of the relation of 
infeotion to the time of planting, to weather conditions, to 
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soil conditions and to the maturity of the host. They noted 
more smut on com planted liay 4th than on com planted Jane 
EOth of the same year* From the reealts of their oDserva-
tions, they concladed that infection takes place largely dur­
ing cloudy days or dewy nights tiiough less smut often occurs 
in an especially rainy season than in a dry season, "^hey 
found that thickly planted com maintaining a moist atmos­
phere "between the plants» a moi^t or rich soil or any other 
conditions that induce a vigorous growth and softness of tis­
sues increase the chances for infection. 
Clinton fl) confirmed the findings of Brefeld (4) as to 
the aerial and local nature of infection hy Ustilago aeae. 
He also found that mutilation of the plants, by detasseling 
them about the time for the appearance of the tassels, in­
creased the chances for infection. He made a special study 
of the relation of infection to field conditions and noted 
that lands richly manured and lands IJiat had produced a crop 
of greatly smutted corn the previous year were conducive to 
the development of much smut. 
Piemeisel (30) made a study of the factors affecting 
natural infection and that induced by artificial inoculation. 
He confirmed the findings of Arthur and Stuart (1) in that 
he observed a greater amount of smut in plots planted early 
in the season, in those with closely planted com and in 
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thos0 planted on a rich, moist soil* ^ artificial inocula­
tion, he found that saccessful infection depended -very largely 
on the age of the plants or plant parts, that plants about 
two to three feet tall ware most susceptible and that very 
young or very old plants v/ere difficult to infect* He used 
three methods of inoculating, namely; smearing the sporidia 
from pure cultures directly on the plant parts, and apply­
ing a suspension of the sporidia in mter by means of a drop­
per and by means of a hypodermic syringe. He did not defi­
nitely state, however, by v/hat method hs determined that 
plants from two to three feet tall Tfvere most susceptible. He 
found that by injecting the sporidial suspension into the 
growing points of the plants, he v/as able to infect from 
70»8 to 84.2 par cent of the inoculated plo.nts. succeeded 
in producing infection by injuring young leaves and then ex­
posing them to the spores* He concluded from his results 
that injury of the host increases the chance for jjofection. 
MacMillan (25) studied the conditions surrounding an 
epidemic of com smut follov/ing hail in a small district near 
Greeley, Colorado. He reported that, in spite of the fact 
that the corn plants showed abundant bruises and shattered 
leaves, infection had talren place only at the leaf axils not 
through v/ouni or bruise. His findings seem to be somewhat in 
variance wilii those of Clinton (10) and Piemeisel (30). 
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Jonas (21) was probably ths first investigator who noted 
that suscQptibility of com to infection by Ustilago zeae 
is govamsd by hereditary factors which are capable of being 
segregated. By crossing inbred strains that showed resis­
tance to corn smat with strains that were very susceptible, 
he obtained hybrids that were highly resistant, ^e 
generation showed segregation of the factors governing resis­
tance »ri(i sasceptibility-. Potter and Melchers (31) secured 
strains of corn by inbreeding that showed great variation 
in susceptibility and resistance to infection* Hayes et al 
(17) reported that the generation of crosses of selfed, 
resistant strains showed greater resistance than the parents, 
that the Pi gemration of crosses between resistant and sus­
ceptible strains were intermediate and that the prevailing 
point of infection seemed to be a strain characteristic. 
Garber and Quisenberry (14) likewise found that susceptible 
strains seemed to show a genetic difference with regard to 
the place of infection. Ikmer and Christensen (19) noted 
that the factors determining resistance or susceptibility 
were transmitted in the same manner by both male and feraaib 
gametes. They concluded from the results of their experi­
mental work that there is no definite dominance of resist­
ance or susceptibility to infection of corn by Pstilago zeae. 
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More recently, h.ov.'ever, Iiraier (<^9) reported the apparent 
dominance of sasoeptihility. By crossing selfed strains of 
corn that were apparently homozygoas for a particalar type 
of amat, he found a tendency in the Pg generation and in 
backcrosses to approach the more susceptible parent. He al­
so confirmed the findings of Hayes et al fl7) that the loca­
tion of smut boils on the plants is a strain characteristic. 
Prom the results of his esperinient^ he concluded that mor­
phological characters of the plants may have been associated 
with the location of the l>o?.ls on the plants or physiologic 
susceptibility may have determined their location. 
Potter and Melchers fSl) made a study of the ecological 
factors influencing infection. Contrary to the findings 
of Arthur and Stuart fl) and of Piemeisel (30), they noted 
no appreciable difference in the amount of smut on early 
and late planted com. They found that com smut is more 
prevalent in diy seasons than in wet weather and concluded 
that this relation bstvjoen the weather and tlie prevalence 
of the disease may be attributed to the effect that the 
, weather has upon the host* niey found that multiple infec­
tions on single plants are commonly associatod v;ith the 
rudimentary ears or axillary buds at the lov/er nodes. They 
•v 
isolated pure cultures of the fungus from .sporidia obtained 
' & 5 * -
from tlie axil of the leaf of yoang plants. With these cal-
I tares they were able to produoe a general or "pseadosystemic 
aevelopinent of the disease "by artificial inoculation. 
From the resalts of these experiments, they concluded that 
sach an infection in na.ture may be due to the development 
of a viralent culture of the organism in moisture held in 
the axils of the leaves. 
Since it has been reported by several investigators 
(21, 31, 17 and 14) that resistance to infection by Us til ago 
zeae is a hereditary characteristic of com, experiments 
have been conducted by various investigators to test for 
resistance susceptibility by artificial inoculation. 
n?isdal8 and Johnston (37) endeavored to find a means of 
testing corn seedlings for resistance to the disease. They 
used three methods of treating the plants, namely; spraying 
the seedlings with a suspension of pure cultures of sporidia 
in carrot decoction; dropping it into the terminal leaf-
spirals and injecting it into the apical buds with a hypodermic 
needle, these methods they found that high temperatures 
(ao^' to 90°) and rather moist atmospheres favored infection. 
"They reported that strains of com that shov/ed resistance in 
the field also showed resistance in the greenhouse when in­
oculated daring or after the three-leaf stage. Like^wise 
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susc8pti"bl0 stirains In the field were eqaally sasceptiblo 
in the greenhoase. They noted, however, that caltares of 
the fangas obtained from different places in the United 
States shOTOd a difference in yiralence when inocalated into 
the same strains of com* 
Christensen and Stakman (7) in their study of the resis­
tance of com to. smut, have reported that the fangus is a 
group species comprising nomerous physiological forms. By 
inocalating different strains of com with the varioas bio­
logical forms of the fangas, injecting a saspension of pare 
caltaroo of the sporidia into the apical bads, they noted a 
marked difference in tha viralence of the different forms as 
shown by the degree of infection prodacad. Thay noted, also, 
that matants freqaently occur in caltares of the sporidia 
and that these have a specific pathogenicity independent of 
that of the parent caltares- More recently, Stakman and 
Christensen (35) have x-eported that certain physiological 
forms with which they inocalated com plants did not pro dace 
galls, thoagbi infection had taken place. On the other hand 
.•when they inocalated plants with a combination of certsi n of 
these physiological forms they readily obtained galls. "They 
concladed from the resalts of their experimental work, that 
corn smat is heterothallic. 
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Griffiths fl5) has foand that selfed lines of corn that 
showed resistance to nataii^l infection by smat in the field 
•wore susceptible to the disease when inoculated in ohe green— 
hoase by injecting a sporidial saspension into the yoang tis­
sues of the plants# She concladed that resistance or sus­
ceptibility of corn to smut may be a matter of the relative 
accessibility of the susceptible parts of the host to the 
pathogene» 
Smut infection of the strain lodent of 
Hejd's Yellow Dent com near AmeC 
Iowa fox' the years 1925 and 192^? 
Though it has been definitely showi that infection of 
Zea mays by Ustilago zeae is not systemic, much has yet to 
be learned before a complete understanding is attained of 
the factors that govern infection by this fungus in the field* 
In an attempt to determine some of these factors, observa­
tions of corn-smut were made in 1923 and again in 1927 as it 
occurred near Ames, Iowa on lodent corn a strain of the var­
iety Eeid's Yellow Dent» A survey v;as made at tliree differ­
ent stages in the growth of the com in order to determine 
the prevalence of the disease and the distribution of the 
smut on the diseased plants# 
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Observatlons in 1935 
The oocarence of corn smut in 13 plots of Qom in dif­
ferent fields near Ames, Iowa, was stadied in 1923« Read­
ings on the prevalence of the disease in these plots were 
made three times daring the sammer: July SO to 25th, August 
6 to 10th and Aagast 25 to 30th. The results of this survey 
are shorn in Tables XIII and XI7» 
Table XIII, Prevalence of smut-infection in 13 plots of 
Reid*s Yellow Dent com (strain lodent) near 
Ames, Iowa, 1923. 
Smut Infection 
Plants 
examined : July 20-25 
• 
# 
: August 5-10 
• 
• 
: Auprus t 25-30 
JJo« Per cent Per cent Per cent 
800 5.8 10.2 29.3 
720 1.6 4.5 11.4 
320 4.0 9.7 10.0 
160 0.6 2.5 13.1 
1500 0.8 2.8 5.7 
630 2.2 10.3 
3030 2.6 5.4 
3150 5.7 8.3 
1650 4.3 6.9 
2025 3.4 6.7 
600 1.6 4.6 
2310 5.0 8.1 
360 2.7 6.6 
Total 
17,255 2.4 4.3 7.9 
Reference to Table XIII shows that 7,9 per cent of the 
17,255 plants that were examined were attacked by smut. At 
the time the first readings were made, July 20 to 25, the 
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amount of smat was comparatively small, from 0.5 to 5.8 per 
cent of the plants in the different plots or 2.4 per cent of 
the 3500 plants examined at this time. The second reading, 
Augast 5 to 10, showed that the percentage of smutted 
plants ranged from 1.6 to 10*2 per cent in the several plots 
or 4.3 per cent of the 17,256 plants that were examined. 
The third reading, taken August 25 to 30 showed that 4.6 
to 29.3 per cent of the plants in the different plots had 
"become diseased by this time. A total of 7.9 par cent of 
the 17,255 plants had been attacked. There was, therefore 
a successive inci'ease of the namber of com plants, infected 
with smut during the growing season. 
Table XI7. Com-smut infection on various organs of the 
plants at three different stages of growth dur­
ing the growing season at Ames, Iowa, 1923. 
'' ; Inf ection of 
Date : Plants : J : Nodal I 
;examined: ]jeaves ;Tassels; "buds : Ears 
loT Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent 
July 
20 to 25 3,500 1.5 0.0 0.5 0.0 
August 
5 to 10 17,255 1.7 1.9 0.9 0.1 
August 
25 to 30 17,255 1.8 2.2 3.4 1.3 
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referring to Tatle XIT, it may loe noted that at the 
time of the first reading. July 20 to 25, infection was 
limited largely to the leaves. Of the 3500 plants that 
were e3camined» 1.5 per cent were infected in the leaves 
and 0.5 por cent in the nodal "bads* Aagiist 5 to 10, in­
fection of the leaves and of the nodal bads showed very lit­
tle increase. Ear-infection had 3ast began to manifest it­
self by this time. The highest percentage of infection 
however, was on the tassels. Of the 17,255 plants that were 
examined at this time, 1.9 per cent were attacked in the 
tassel, 1.7 per cent in the leaves, 0.9 per cent in the 
nodal bads and 0.1 per cent in the ear. At the time the 
last readings were made, Aagust 25 to 30,leaf-infection and 
tassel-infection showed very little increase over the previoas 
reading. JJodal-infection and ear-infection, however, showed 
a marked increase. Of the 17,255 plants examined, 3.4 per 
cent were infected at the nodes, 2.2 par cent in the tassel, 
1.8 per cent in the leaves and 1.3 per cent in the ears. 
Daring the growing season, therefore, the disease was at 
first most prevalent on the leaves, then on the tassels and 
finally at the nodes. The diseased plants were most often 
infected in the asillary bads at the nodes and least often 
in the ears. 
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Obsarvations in 1927 
Data on the occurrence of corn-smut, similar to the 
data secured in 1923 were gathered in 1927 from 17 plots of 
Heid^s Yellow Dent com. ?he results of this study are pre­
sented in Tables XV and XVI. 
Table XV. Prevalence of smut-infection in 17 plots of 
Reid*s Yellow Dent com (strain lodent) near 
Ames, Iowa, 1927. 
' ^ . Smut infection 
Plants : : ; 
examined : July 20-25 : August S-IQ- : August 25-30 
Ho. Per cent Per cent Per cent 
135 0.7 2.0 7.4 
151 6.6 10.6 17.9 
142 5.3 11.9 12.6 
244 1.2 5.3 11.9 
252 1.5 3.5 10.3 
278 0.7 1.4 2.1 
245 0.4 0.8 3.6 
230 2.6 4.3 7.4 
247 2.4 4.8 10.9 
284 4.2 8.8 9.1 
222 1.8 3.6 27.0 
234 6.4 8.5 11.9 
236 14.4 17.3 22.4 
235 8.1 8.5 11.0 
284 3.5 13.0 27.4 
254 12.8 20.4 34.0 
290 11.7 21.7 30.3 
Total 
3.974 5.1 8.9 15.7 
The data recorded in Table XV show that there was a 
successive increase in the number of plants infected with 
smut during the growing season in each of the 17 plots. 
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V«han the first reading was made, July 20-25, 0,4 to 14.4 
per cant of the plants in the different plots were infected. 
August 20 to 25, when the second reading vms made the per­
centage of smutted plants ranged from 0*8 to 21.7 per cent 
in the several plots« When the last reading was made» 
August 25-30, 2.1 to 34.0 per cent of the plants in the dif­
ferent plots had "become infected with smut. Of the 3974 
plants examined in the 17 plots, 5.1 per cent were infected 
hy July 20 to 25, 8.9 per cent by August 6,to 17 and 15.7 
per cent by August 25 to 30. 
Table X7I. Corri-smut infection on various organs of the 
plants at three different stages of growth dur­
ing the growing season, 1927. 
Infection of 
Itete : Plants : 
:examined: 
• 
• 
Iteaves : 
• 
•0 
Tassels : 
Uodal 
buds 
« 
• 
: Ears 
Ho. Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent 
Jaly 
0.0 0.0 20-25 3,974 4.9 0.1 
August 
0.0 5-10 3,974 5.5 0.9 2.7 
August 
0.2 25-30 3,974 5.7 3.6 5.9 
!rable XVI shows that at the time of the first reading. 
July 20 to 25, the infection was largely limited to the 
leaves. Of the 3.974 plants examined 4.9 per cent were 
infected in the leaves and 0.1 per cent in the nodal buds. 
Ifo infection had oocarred on tha tassels nor on the ears at 
this time. By Augast 5 to 10, however, 5.5 per cent of the 
plants were infectad in the leaves, 2.7 per cent in the 
nodal buds and 0.9 per cent in the tassels thoagh there was 
no infection on the ear. When the last reading was mde, 
August 25.to 30, 5.9 per cent of the plants showed nodal-
infection, 5.7 per cent leaf-infection, 3.5 per cent 
tassel-infection and 0.2 per cent ear-infection. During 
the groT/ing season, therefore, the smut was at first most 
prevalent on the leaves but later most prevalent at the 
nodeSfl The axillary bads at the nodes were most often at­
tacked and the ears least often. 
Comparison of the prevalence of corn-smut i^ection on 
lodent com near Ames« lov/a, in 192£) and 1^'27 
The data presented in Tables XIII and XV show that corn-
smut was more prevalent in 1927 than in 1923 on Heid*B Yellow 
Dent corn, strain lodent around Ames, Iowa. Of 17,255 plants 
examined in 1923 there were 7.9 per cent> infected by smut, 
whereas, 15.7 per cent of 3,974 plants examined in 1927 showed 
infection. A similar contrast of the prevalence of the dis­
ease for tlM two years as it developed on the leaves, tassels, 
nodal buds and ears of the plants, is shown by the data re­
corded in Tables XIV and XVI. Though the disease manifested 
itself almost exclusively on the leaves in July of both 
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yoars,. thare vras 5,06 times as many plants with leaf-
infection at the same time in 1927 as there were the cor­
responding time in 1925• By the first v;eek in Augast there 
were 3»2 times as many plants with leaf-infection and 3.0 
times as many with nodal-hud-infection in 1927 as in 1923e 
However, there was only one-half as many plants infected in 
the tassel in 1927 as in 192S. ?his irregularity in the pre 
valence of the smut for the two years is dae, no douht, to 
the fact that naeh of the corn was not in tassel when the 
reading on smat-infection was made in 1927, whereas, in 1923 
most of the corn was tasseled oat before the first of Augast 
the end of August, when the last reading wa,s raade, there 
were 3.2 times as many plants with leaf-infection, 1.6 
times as many with tassel-iafeetion and 1,7 times as many 
with nodal-bud-infection in 1927 as in 1923. Ear-infection 
•was oo-st beginning to manifest itself when the last reading 
of smut-infection was made in 1927, August 25 to SO, whereas 
it v/as well established at the corresponding time in 1923. 
It is impossible, therefore, to malre a comparison of the 
total number of plants that were infected in the ear in 1923 
and 19S7. 
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Review of the weather reports for Jane. Jaly and 
Aaggst. 1923 and 1927 at Ames. Io?/a ' 
In an attempt to determina whether the difference in 
tlia prevalence of com smat in 1923 and 1927 was in any way 
dependant upon the weather, the reports of the United States 
Weather Bureau for Ames, lovfa, were reviewed. This publica­
tion reports the daily maximum and minimum teinperatares and 
amount of rainfall, also the general character of the day 
between 7:00 A»M* and 7:00 A summarj'- of the records 
for June,. July and August 1923 and 1927 is given in 
Table ZTII. 
Table XVII. Sumruary of the official weather reports for Ames, 
loT/a (June, July and August 1923 and 1927) 
Mean temio. : Hainfall 
1 ^ I Ho. times i Amt. in inches 
Year: June: July:Aug.: June : July:Ailg. total June:July:Aug.:Total 
1923:71.0:77.2:70.1: 10 : 3 : 16 
• « • « f • » 
1927:65.9:75.3:68.4:: 11 : 8 : 9 
29 
28 
• • • 
5.29:0.69:7.SlilS.79 
« • • 
1.26:1.25:1.41: 3.92 
« • # 
As may be noted in Table X7II, the weather during June, 
July and August, 1927 was cooler and drier than during the 
corresponding months of 1923. The mean temperature for June, 
1923 was 71.0.® F., for July 77.2° P. and for August 70.1® F. 
For June, 1927 it was 56.9° F. for July 75.3° F. and for Aug-
' ust 58.4° F. During the three months included in the report 
13.79 inches of rain fell in 1923 and 3.98 inches in 1927. 
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?he rainfall for tha three months was distributed as fol­
lows. In Jane 1923, it rained 10 times with a total pre­
cipitation of 5.29 inches, whereas in Jane 1927, it rained 
11 times v/ith a total precipitation of 1.26 inches. In 
Jaly 1923, there were three rainfalls, totalling 0.69 
inches and in Jaly 1927, there were eight rainfalls total­
ling 1.26 inches, '^he precipitation for both years was 
greater in Aagizst than for Jane or July. In Augast 19 23, it 
rained 16 times with a total precipitation of 7.81 inches 
and in August 1927, there were nine rainfalls totalling 
1.41 inches. Though there was only one more rainfall in 
June, Jaly and August 1923, than there were during the cor­
responding months in 19S7, three and one-half times as 
much rain fell in 1923 as in 1927; 
Though the observations for two years are not suf­
ficient evidence upon viftiieh to base a definite conclusion, 
the above data indicate that, if weather conditions have any 
effect upon com-smut infection, it is an ecological effect 
upon the growth of the com plants as has been suggested by 
• Potter and Melchers (31). Since there was only osa more rain­
fall in June, July and August 1923 than during the corres-
, ponding months of 1927, it does not seam probable that rain­
fall v/as directly responsible for the differenqe in the 
prevalence of corn-smut infection near Ames, Iowa, for these 
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two years. Howaver, since thera was three and one-half 
times as mach precipitation in June, July and August 1925, 
as daring these months in 1927» there was a marked difference 
in the growth of com for the two years which may have in­
fluenced the prevalence of smut. For instance, it is known 
that com-smut develops within 10 to 14 days after infection 
takes place and the observations of the writer showed that 
not much smut had developed until ahout the middle of 
July in 1923 and 1927. If then, the weather in June is re­
latively oool and dry, as was the case in 1927 so that the 
grovith of com is greatly retarded, it is possible that 
warmer weather in July or August accompanied by sufficient 
rain to produce a more rapid growth of corn after it has been 
thus retarded, may develop plants that are susceptible to 
infection by ITstilago zeae. 
Distribution of the smut on corn plants Infected 
with Ustilago zeae 
In determining what parts of a corn plant are most com­
monly attacked by com-smut, the position of each outbreak 
of the disease was noted on the 627 diseased plants that 
v/ere examined in 1927. The instances in which more than one 
part of the plant had been attacked by the pathogene were re­
corded as well as the single infections. A summary of this 
study is presented in Table lYIII. 
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Table 2VIII. Distribution of the smat on 627 corn plants 
naturally infected with Pstilago zeae in 1987 
near Ames, Iowa. 
location of infection on plants 
• 
» 
; Amount infection 
Ho. plants Per cenj^ 
Leaf blade only 71 11,3 
leaf sheath only 2 0.3 
leaf blade and sheath 6 0.9 
leaf and tassel 59 11.0 
leaf and one node 8 1.2 
Leaf and several nodes 36 5.7 
Leaf, tassel and one node 5 0.9 
Leaf, tassel and several nodes 29 4.6 
1!aesel only 154 24.5 
Tassel and nodes 13 2.1 
One node only 187 29.9 
Several nodes 26 4.1 
Ear and nodes 2 0.3 
Bar only 7 1.1 
General attack 11 1.7 
By referring to Tahle X7III, it may be noted that most 
of the smut-infection was limited to only "one specific point 
on the plant. In 31.S per cent of the infected plants, smut 
occurred at several different points on the same plant# In 
67«1 per cent, however, it occurred at only one point on the 
plant. Of those plants in which the smut -was limited to one 
specific point only, 11.3 per cent were infected in the leaf-
blade, 0.3 per cent in the leaf-sheath, 24.5 per cent in the 
tassel, 29.9 per cent at a node and 1.1 per cent in the ear. 
Of those plants in which the smut was more general in its 
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attaok, 0.9 per cent were infected in the leaf-blade and 
leaf-sheat^, 11.0 par cent in the leaves and tassel, 7.0 
par cent in the leaves and at one or more nodes, 5.5 per 
cent in the leaves, tassel and at one or more nodes, 2.1 
par cent in the tassel and at one or more nodes, 4.1 per cent 
at two or more nodes and 0.3 par cent in the ear and at one 
or more nodes. In 1.7 par cent of the infectad plants, ths 
pathogens had attacked the entire top of the plant so that 
it became so misshapen that the spacific points of infection 
could not be determined. 
The data prasented in Table XTIII show that most smut 
occarrad at the nodes. Of 627 plants infected with the dis­
ease 307 showed nodal-infection and of these 187 were infected 
at one node only. As has been pointed by othar workers (31) 
it was noted by the writer that nodal-infection is almost ex— 
clasively dae to infection of the axillary bads. It v/as, 
also, noted that the bads at the lower nodes, the 2nd to 5th 
from the base of the plant, are most commonly infected, It 
appears,therefore, that the most vulnerable point for infec­
tion of Zea mays by ITstilago zeae in the field is the axil­
lary buds at the lower nodes of the plants. 
In studying the distribution of smut on the corn plant, 
'it was noted that leaf-infection manifests itself in various 
vi?ays. The infected areas may be only discolored as is 
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shown in Figs. 1, 2 and 3 of Plate V and Fig# 3 of Plate VI. 
?h9se discolorsd areas are usually in the foiia of small ir­
regular, yellow blotches. Sometimes, however, they occur 
in streaks or large blotches# Occasionally dark red spots 
are found in the infected area. A characteristic escample of 
this type of infection is shiwn in Figs. 1 and 2 of Plate 
VI. Small boils, on the other hand, are also formed on 
the leaves as may be seen in Figs. 1 and 2 of Plate VI and 
Fi^. 3 of Plate Vlli A very coTmon symptom of the disease 
on the leaves is the entire necrosis of the infected tis­
sues and the tearing or dropping out of the diseased portion. 
Examples of this symptom are shown in Plates VII and VIII. 
I«af-infection is very easily overlooked in the field 
since the chlorotic sjrmptoms often disappear entirely as the 
plants grow older. On the other hand, together with the 
necrotic symptoms they may be mistakenly attributed to 
causes other than smut infection. 
Inoculation experiments 
As has been pointed out in the literature review, it is 
known that different strains of com show a difference in 
their susceptibility to infection by Ustilago zeae in the 
field. Becently, considerable attention has been given to the 
possibility of developing varieties of com that will be 
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resistant to smut. A satisfactory t^ni^e "by which the 
resistance of a strain of corn to the disease coald he 
determined artificially, in the lahoratoiy or in the greon-
hoase as well as in the field, woaid he of great valae in 
this work. TSach a techniqae has not yet bean developed^ ''^he 
method of artificial inoculation that has been adopted qaite 
generally by various workers in the stady of the reaction of 
3ea mays to Ustilago aeae is to inject a suspension of 
sporidia into the raeristematic regions of the plants hy 
means of a hypodermic needle* IThis method e3ccludes the 
necessity of penetration on the part of the pathogene and is, 
therefore, not comparable to natural infection. As is sug­
gested by Griffiths (15) the writer is of the opinion that 
this method should not be used to determine conclusively the 
relative susceptibility of a strain of corn to smut-infection. 
I^terial and methods 
Daring the past year, 19E7, an attempt was made to 
develop a satisfactory techniqae for artificial infection. 
Chlaraydospores and sporidia were used in the experiments. 
The chlamydospores were applied as a dust. They were obtained 
from about 100 smut boils gathered daring the fall of 1926 
\ 
near Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa- A large number of boils 
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were crashed into a powder and a relatively clean supply of 
spores was secured by sifting the crushed niaterial through 
a fine meshed sieve. Their viability was tested by dusting 
some of them on the surface of agar agar to which a small 
amount of benzaldehyde had been added# In these tests 75 to 
80 per cent of them proved to be viable. 
?he sporidia were applied as a suspension in distilled 
?;ater or in a dilute carrot decoction. The suspension was 
sprayed on the plant or part thereof with an atomizser or drop­
ped on with a plppette or a syringe. In making some of the 
sporidial suspensions, the chlamydospores v;ere dusted on the 
surface of a thin layer of agar agar to which a small amount 
of benzaldehyde had "been adrdod, in large petri dishes. The 
cultures were kept at 30® 0. in an electrically controlled 
oven for 24 to 36 hours. By this time the sporidia had 
formed in abundance and by washing the surface of the agar 
agar with distilled water a sporidial suspension of required 
concentration was obtained. Concentrations which, when ex­
amined with the high-power objective of a microscope, showed 
from 50 to 100 sporidia to a field were used in the 
experiments. 
Suspensions of pure cultures of sporidia were used in 
some of the esqieriments. To obtain a pure cultare of syjoridia. 
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olilamydospores "were vra-ahed in an aquaoas aolation of marcuric 
chloride (one part Hg Clg in 10,000 parts of HgO by yight) 
for two minates after which they v/ere rinsed V7ith sterile, 
distilled v/ater. These sporas ware germinated on sterile 
agar agar to •which a sniall amount of benaaldehyde was added# 
The sporidia were then transferred to oarrot-agar slants by 
means of a sterile needle. From these stoc'i; caltares, trans­
fers v/ere raade into sterile carrot-decoction. ?his was pre­
pared hy hoiling 200 g. of sliced carrots in 1000 c.c» of 
distillod TOitar for one half hour, straining the jaice throa^ 
a cloth and sterilising it in ssi aatoclave for one hoar at 10 
to 15 pounds pressure. The cultures thus prepared in carrot-
decoction \7erQ allowoil to grow four to six days and were then 
dilated with distilled water to the concentration of sporidia 
that was desired for the exr^erimehts. ^Phe viability of the 
sporidia was tosted "by injacting the suspension into the grow­
ing tip of sweet com fvar. Golden Bantam) plants ahout six 
inches tall means of a hypodermic needle. Of the 25 plants 
thus inoculated, 23 were infected and developed smut boils 
on the loaves and stalk within 10 days after inoculation. The 
sporidia were, therefore, viable. 
In the attempt to develop a satisfactory technique for 
artificially infecting com with Pstilago zeae, plants of 
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sttocassiva sizes were treated "by the different methods and 
were subjected to varioas enTiroranental conditions. Some 
of the experiments were conducted in the laboratory, some 
in the graenhoase and some in the field. Since temperature 
and hmnidity are tv/o environnsental factors to which com is 
sabjacted in the open, tliese two factors were recordea for 
each experiment# Again, since the morphology of the corn 
plant in. its development from a seedling to a mature plant, 
varies greatly, special note was made of this factor in 
each experimen"fc, three kinds of com were used, namely, 
popcorn fvar. Japanese Hulless), sweetcom (va-i^o (k>lden 
Bantam) and dentcorn (var. Reid's Yellow Dent, lodent 
Ko. 85). 
Inoculation of seedlini^s less than one foot tall 
A series of experiments in which corn seedlings were 
treated with Ustilago zeae was conducted in the laboratory# 
Gtolden Eantam sv^eetcorn was planted in small flower pots, 
one plant to a pot, and allowed to grow to the desired sise. 
Three different sizes were used; plants from one-half to 
two inches tall in which the coleoptile was not yet pierced, 
plants from two to four inches tall iii which the coleoptile 
was pierced and from one to two leaves were unfolded, and 
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plants from foar to siz inohes tall v7ith three to four leaves 
unfolded. Some plants were treated by dasting them with 
chlaaydospores others by spraying them with a suspension of 
sporidia in distilled v;ator. 
fPha plants dusted v.'ith ohlamydospores were placed in 
moist ohambers and kept at 30®, 25® or 30® in electrical­
ly controlled ovens for 24 to 96 hours• 7hose sprayed 'Vtith 
a sporidial suspension were kept in moist chambers at 20® 
to 25® or 50® C« for three to 95 hours. Den plants were 
treated in each trial. As checks, treated plants and un­
treated plants were placed on a table in the laboratoiy 
whera the temperature ranged from 20® to 26®0« All plants 
were subsequently kepij in the open air of the laboratory 
for three to four weeks and wore daily examined for the 
development of smut. ?he results of these experiments are 
shown in Table XIX. 
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?able 2IX» Percentage of infection obtained hy dusting com 
seedlings with ohlamydospores or spraying them 
•with a sporidial siisponsion in raoict chamhars in 
the laboratory. 
Size : Spores : Temperature :age 
; : :d1. inf. 
i-2 in. Ghlan^rdos pores 20® C. for 24 hrs. 0 fr •f If »T tf If tt rt 48 If 0 
n If n " II IT TT IT 72 IT 0 
n It TT It It IT TT IT 96 IT 0 
H TT TT Ck» 0 
Tf ?f rt Chlamj^do spore s . 250 c. for 24 hrs. 0 
IT tl ir Tt If fl 48 IT 0 
F? IT IT If It IT IT If 72 TT 0 
Jf If TT 11 rr IT IT If 96 If 0 
H IT TT Ok. 0 
T? TT rr ChlamydGspores 300 G. for 24 hrs. 0 
Tf IT n If If TT IT ir 48 TT 0 
IT tT n IT IT tf tl w 72 TT 0 
rr IT IT IT rr fT fT IT 96 IT 0 
n ft rr Ck. 0 
S-4 in. Clilamydoapore s 200 0. for 24 hrs. 0 
It  TT TT n It IT IT TT 48 n 0 
IT TT n It IT TT IT »l 72 TT 0 
II n IT It n Tl IT Tf 96 I? 0 
IT rr IT " Ck. 0 
fl ft TT ChlanQ^do s po re s 25^ c .  for 24 hrs. 0 If IF IT It IT TT If IT 48 TT 0 
rt If TT If II n TT n 72 n 0 
t? TT IT ft Tf rr TT TT 96 tT 0 
ir If IT Ck. 0 tT  rr Tf Chlamydospores 30° 0. for 24 hrs. 0 
Tl If If It ft IT IT It 48 TT 0 
n tf IT »i n TT ir IT 72 TT 0 
II If It It tt If IT U 96 IT 0 
If tf IT Ck. G 
4-6 In* Chiamydospores 20° c .  for 24 hrs. 0 
Tf rr n tf ft IT It IT 48 IT 0 
IT ir rr 11 If IT tf If 72 TT 0 
TT If IT If It Tt tf IT 96 fT 0 
IT FT IT Ck. 0 
IT tf IT C hlamyd o sp o re s 25° c .  for 24 hrs. 0 
IT rr Tf If n If It II 48 IT 0 
tf tt rt tf ft Tl tf If 72 tr 0 
ft ir TT If tf Tl tf If 96 n 0 
If TT TT Ck. 0 
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Table SIX, (Continued) 
zPeroent-
Size : Spores Tempe rature :age 
:pl. inf. 
4-6 in. Chlamydo spore s 
o
 
o
 c .  for 24 hrs. 0 
rt n n tf ft ft If " 48 ft 0 
ir" ti n n If TT It " 72 ff 0 
n tr n tt If W If " 96 ff 0 
tt rt rt Ck. 0 
"1—2 in. Sporidia 20° c .  for 3 hrs. 0 
It It ?T n II Tf " 6 ft 0 
It rt If If IT TT " 12 Tf 0 
n n tf If If Tf " 24 n 0 
n TT tl ff II TT " 48 TTv 0 
It It n If ff ff " 96 TT 0 
tt It If Ck. 0 
IT tt n Sporidia 25° c .  for 3 hrs. 0 
It ti If IT II rt " 6 Tf 0 
IT ir n 11 Tf TT " 12 Tf 0 
tt tt n Tf n TT " 24 n 0 
I t  rt n ff If IT " 48 Tf 0 
It If 1? If n TI 96 IT 0 
It It 11 Ok. 0 
It TT IT Sporidia 30° C. H
i 
O
 
hrs. 0 
n IT If If If If " 6 If 0 
IT IT If If n ft " 12 W 0 
IT IT Tf If n IT " 24 n 0 
IT IF If n ft It " 48 TT 0 
It II TT If 17 " 96 TT 0 
It Tt If Ck. 0 
2-4 in. Sporidia 20° C. for 3 hrs. 0 
It If If IT IT IT " 6 Tt 0 
» If If If If n " 12 Tf 0 
It It ft It If n '• 24 II 0 
ft n It If If If " 48 If 0 
n n It It ff TT " 96 n 0 
It If It Ok. 0 
If If ft SiDoridia 25° C. for 3 hrs. 0 
IT If ft If If IT " 6 n 0 
tt n If TT If ff " 12 If 0 
II If IT If Tf TT " 24 ft 0 
IT If n If If If " 48 If 0 
ft If If If ff TT " 96 Tf 0 
n n If Ck. 0 
'Table XiX. {Continued) 
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; Percent-
Size : Spores ; Temperature rage 
:pl, inf. 
2-4 in« Sporidia 30° C. for 3 hrs. 0 
n tf n ft If TT " 6 If 0 
T1 If n ft ff Tf 
" 12 Tf 0 
n n ff ft Tf ff " 24 Tf 0 
tr TT rt ff ff ff 
" 48 ff 0 
tf r? Tt ft ff Tf 
" 96 ff 0 
n ff If Ck* 0 
4— 5 in. Sporidia 20° C. for 3 hrs. 0 
ff rr If If If If 
" 6 Ff 0 
tt If ft ff tf Tf 
" 12 tf 0 
ff n ft I* ft Tf 
" 24 11 0 
ff !t Tf IT n If 
" 48 If 0 
n ff n rr ff Tf " 96 Tf 0 
»f If ft Ck. 0 
n ff It Sporidia 25° C* for 3 hrs. 0 
rt ff It ff Tf rf 
" 6 Tf 0 
ff ft n TT Tf If 
" 12 If 0 
»f rr ft tf Tf Tf 
" 24 n 0 
rt ft It ff TT ff 
" 48 ff 0 
ft ft It Tf tf tf 
" 96 TT 0 
Tf ff tt Ck. 0 
tf ff It Sporidia 30° C. for 3 hrs» 0 
ft tt ft Tf n Tf 
" 6 ft 0 
ff If ft If n TT 
" 12 n 0 
If H n n n Tf 
" 24 n 0 
rt n tt Tf IT tf 
" 48 ff 0 
ft ff ft If ff TT 
" 96 Tt 0 
tf ff ft Ck. 0 
As may be noted by referring to Table XIZ, the infec­
tion of seedlings was entirely unsaeoessfal under the environ­
mental conditions to which the plants had been subjected. 
Examination of the plants that had been dusted with chlamydo-
spores and kept in moist chambers at 30° C. showed germination 
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of the chlainydospores within S4 hours and germination of the 
sporidia within 48 hoars. The germination of sporidia on 
plants that had been sprayed with a sporidial suspension 7/as 
difficult to determine, hov/ever, due to the presence of con­
taminations, though occasionally a germinated sporidium was 
observed. The treated plants often showed chlorosis of the 
leaves which has "been described by Brefeld (4) as an early 
symptom of an attack by smut. In no case» however, did the 
plants develop smut boils. 
Another series of esqjeriments in which corn seedlings 
were treated with Ustilago zeae was conducted in the green­
house. Japanese Hulless popcorn. Golden Bantam sweetcorn 
and lodent Ho. 25 corn were grown in flower pots, three 
plants to a pot. The seadlings were treated in different 
stages of growth ranging from four inches tall with the first 
leaf beginning to unfold to ten inches tall with two to three 
leaves unfolded. 
In this series of tests, 48 plants were dusted with 
chlamydospores, 89 wars sprayed with a sporidial suspension 
and 206 were treated by dropping the sporidial suspension in­
to the terminal leaf-spirals with a pipette. Care was taken 
in each case not to injure them in any way. 
After the plants were treated they were subjected to 
different humidity and temperature relations. Some were 
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kept on the greanhoase bench, soniQ in hmnidity cages and 
soma in a moist chamber. The air of the greenhouse asaally 
was relatively dry and hot. The temperatare however, flac-
taated between 20° and 35° G. The air of the humidity cages 
was relatively humid and cool. The cages were made of cloth 
over a greenhouse bench and were four feet high and three 
feet square in cross section. The air was kept moist and cool 
by a constant spray of water on the sandy bottom and over the 
eloth v/alls. IThe plants were kept in these cages one to 
three days after being treated and were then placed on the 
greenhouse bench and examined daily for the development of 
smut. 
The moist chamber used in this series of experiments 
was made of window sashes. It vfas three feet wide, five 
feet long and four feet high with glass sides and top. The 
bottom v/as made of wood covered with a layer of coarse 
gravel upon v/hich was placed a thick layer of sphagnum'. 
The air in the chamber was kept at 30° to 35° C, and at a 
relative humidity of 100 per cent. The plants were kept in 
the moist chamber one to three days after being treated 
and were subsequently placed on the greenhouse bench where 
they could be examined daily for the development of smut. 
••SI"-
In each of the experiments, untreated plants were used 
as checlra, and the results of the entire series of tests 
are shovm in Table XX« 
The data tabulated in Table XX show that seven per cent 
of the 343 seedlings that were exposed to the spores became 
infected whereas the checlcs remained uninfected. The 
plants manifested the disease on the young leaves as they 
unfolded from the terminal leaf-spirals, within 10 days after 
they became infected. Some of the diseased leaves showed 
only chlorotic and necrotic areas. Others, however, develop­
ed small smut-boils. The percentage of infection was highest 
with the sweetoom and least with the popcorn. Of 114 sweet-
com plants that were exposed to the spores, 13.1 per cent 
became diseased whereas 4.2 per cent of 107 dentcorn plants 
became infected and E.5 per cent of lEE popcorn plants. 
The results obtained in these experiments did not 
present any conclusive evidence in regard to the relation of 
infection to temperature and humidity. Likewise v/as there 
no conclusive evidence in regard to the best method of ap­
plying the spores since 10.4 p^r cent of the 48 plants that 
were dusted with chlamydosporos became infected and 8.2 per 
cent of tho 206 plants that were treated by dropping a 
sporidial suspension into the terminal leaf-spirals. 
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Table XX. Peroentage of infection on com seedlings, four 
inches to ten inches tall, treated with chlamy-
dospores or sporidia and subjected to various 
humidity and temperature relations in the green­
house. 
nnd of :2to* * • : Percent 
com :pl. ; Spores ; Humidity and terapera- •.age pi. 
• 
« 
4 : ture : inf. 
Popcorn 18 Chlaraydospores Humidity cages 20O-25°C 16*6® 
Sweetcom 15 ff Tf 11 It 12.5a 
Dentcom 14 II Tf TT n IT 0 
Ck* 10 H rt TT 1; It 0 
Popcorn 16 Sporidia-*- Tf TT It If 0 
Sweetcom 15 It n Tf ft It 
Denteo m 13 n Tf n tf tt 13*0a-^^ 
Ck*, 10 n If n II If 0 
Popcorn 15 It Greenhouse bench 250-30^^0 0 
Sweateorn 15 n Tt Tf It It 0 
Dentoom 15 tf It Tf It It 0 
Ck. 10 It It Tf It It 0 
Popcorn 15 Sporidia^ Moist chamber 30O-35OC 0 
Sweetcom 15 IT ff Tf If It 66.6®-
Dentcom 15 Tf TT TI It II 13^3^ 
Ck* 10 ri Tf Tf If ft 0 
Popcorn 28 ff 
> 
Humidity cages 0 
Sweetcom 23 *f Tf ff TT TT 0 
Dentcom 20 f! ff ff Tf Tf 5*0^ 
Ck* 30 tf Tf n Tf TI 0 
Popcorn . 15 ff Greanhouse henoh 26®-35°G 0 
Sweetcom 15 ft If It It It 0 
Dentcom 15 n IT It It If 0 
Ok* 10 ff Tf II It It 0 
Popcorn 15 Tf TT II 20O-30OG 0 
Sweetcom 15 Tf ff It ft It 26^6®-
Dantcorn 15 ff Tf It n It 0 
Ck. 10 Tf If n II It 0 
Totals 343 7 * 0  
1-sporidial suspension used as a spray# 
2-sporidial suspension dropped into the terminal leaf-spirals, 
a-indicates chlorosis and necrosis of infected tissues. 
b-indicates development of smut boils. 
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Inocalation of plants one foot to one and one-half 
feet tall 
In the above series of experiments it was noted that 
the larger seedlings, plants about 10 inches tall, were more 
readily infeotsd than the smaller ones by dropping the 
sporidial saspension into the terminal leaf-spirals. A 
series of experiments was planned, therefore, with Japanese 
Holless popcorn. Golden Bantam sweetcom, lodent com Ko, 25 
and inbred strains of several varieties of dent corn, in 
which plants one foot to one and one-half feet tall were 
treated with chalmydospores or sporidia* , 
The seed of the inbred strains of com was obtained 
from the Genetics Department of Iowa State College, Ames, 
Iowa. It v/as the seod of strains that had been selfed in 
the field for three or four seasons. Strains IS to 253 
had shown a relatively high percentage of smut each year 
that they were grown. Strains IB to 15R had not devieloped 
any smat in the field for four years. 
7he corn for the experiments was grown in the green­
house in six-inch flower pots, one plant to a pot, until it 
was one foot' to one and one-half feet tall. Soma of the 
plants were then dusted with chlamydospores; others were 
treated by dropping a suspension of sporidia in carrot 
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decoction into the terminal leaf-spirals with a sj'-ringe. 
The end of the syringe never inserted into the leaf-
spirals nor allowed to come in contact with the leaves^ 
After the plants were treated they were sabjeoted to 
various humidity and temperature relations. Some were kept 
on the greenhouse bench, some were first placed in the 
humidity cages and some in tlB moist chamber one to three 
days and then Icept on the greenhouse bench. The relative 
humidity of the air in the greenhouse was not very constant* 
It was kept comparatively hi^i by frequ^tly spraying the 
floors and benches with water and keeping the ventilators 
closed. As checks in these exiperiments, some plants ??ere 
left untreated and seme were treated with a dilate carrot 
decoction containing no sporidia. All plants were examined 
daily for symptoms of infection and only that which occurred 
within 10 to 15 days v;as considered to be artificial. The 
results of the tests are tabulated in '^ables XXI and XXII. 
3y referring to fable 2X1 it may be noted that 30.9 
per cent of the 468 plants that were treated with the 
sporidial suspension became infected Tihereas only 1..'5 per 
cent of the E18 checks showed symptoms of smut. 7he sweet-
corn vjas again more susceptible than the dentcom and the 
dentcorn more susceptible than the popcorn. Since the 
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^I'able XII. Parcentage of infection on com plants, one foot 
to one and one-half feet tall, treated with 
chlamydospores or sporidia and sab^octad to var­
ious haraidity and teaparatiire relations in the 
greenhouse* 
)> 
• • 
• • :3?ercent* 
Kind of :Io.; Spores : Hamidity and :age pi. 
corn :pl.; temiso rattire • xnf. 
Popcorn 20 
Sweotcorn 18 
Dentcom 10 
Sweetcom 48 
Sweetcom 126 
Dentcorn 69 
Popcorn 15 
Sweotcorn 15 
Dentcom 15 
Popcorn 15 
3v/eetcom 15 
Bentooxn 15 
Swee tcom 87 
To tals 468 
Ck. 218 
Chlamydospores Hoiaidity cages 20'^-550°C 
»r TT n Tf tf 
tt 
Tf 
5.0' 
11. l| 
Sporidia 
n 
u 
Tf 
r; 
n 
tf 
tf 
rf 
n ft If IT 20.0" 
Moist chamber S.sa-fb 
(Jreanhoase bench gOO-SO^C 32.5^ 
Tf 
n 
tr 
If 
If 
Tf 
V 
n 
Tt tf 
25°-36°C 
ft 
TT 
tf 
tf 
Humidity cages 200-25°C 
If u tf n 
If tf tf If 
Moist chamber S0^-~Z5^C 
28.9a+^ 
0.0 
60. Oa 
0.0 
20. 0^ 
66.5a 
20. 0^ 
57.4® 
30.9 
1.3 
a-indicat08 chlorosis and necrosis of infected tissues, 
b-indicates developmont of smut boils. 
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tempsratare and humidity relations to which the plants 
were sahjected, were not definitely controlled bat were 
sijnply observed and recorded, the data do not present con­
clusive evidence of their significance to infection. How­
ever, temperatures ranging from 80° to .35° C. ware favorable 
to an effective inoculation and a hi^ relative humidity 
seemed to favor infection. 
The results of the experiments indicate that plants one 
foot to one and one-half feat tall are more susceptible to 
infection than seedlings less than one foot tall. They also 
Indicate that dropping a suspension of sporidia into the 
terminal leaf-spirals of the plants is a more effective 
method of obtaining artificial infection than dusting the 
plants with chlamydospores. Of the 96 plants that were 
dusted with chlamydosporgs, per cent became infected 
whereas 26.5 par cent of the 372 plants that were treated 
by dropping a suspension of sporidia into the terminal leaf-
spirals, showed symptoms of smut. 
Most of the infection obtained by dropping the 
sporidial suspension into the leaf-spirals of the plants oc­
curred on the leaves as chlorosis and necrosis of the infect­
ed tissues. In many cases the discolored areas entirely dis­
appeared as the plants grew largsr. Some of the larger 
plants^ however, developed smut boils on the tassels and at 
the upper nodes due to infection of the growing tips. 
Example3 of such an infection are ahovyn in Plates XI to XIII. 
Hable XXII* Percentage of infection on seedlings of inbred 
strains of dentcorn treated with sporidia and 
subjected to various humidity and temperature 
relations in the greenhouse* 
Strain 
i m 
« • 
:JJo»: Humidity and :Number : Percentage 
:pl*: temperature :pli inf. ; pi. inf. 
1 S 19 ffareenhouse bench 25O-30°C 73*6 
2 S 21 tf ft Tf Tt 9^-H^ 47.6 
3 S 15 ft ff Tf Tt 5® 65* 6 
4 S 13 n TT Tl Tt 5^ 38.4 
5; S 18 TT Tt Tf tf ea 33*3 
6 S 19 rf Tt Tf ff 5a 26.3 
7 S 20 Tt TT Tf It 4^ 20*0 
8 S 9 tf rf IT It la 11.1 
9 S 15 TT Tf Tf Tt 25*0 
10 S 18 Tt tt TT IT 56* 6 
11 S 21 rr Tt TT Tf 6^ 28*5 
12 S 22 tf If Tf n 6® 27*2 
13 S 21 If ff Tf Tt 7a 33*3 
14 S 21 Tf Tf ft Tf. 7a 33.3 
15 S 21 Tt Tt Tt Tf Sa 38.1 
16 S 6 n Tt TT tt 0 0*0 
17 S 6 ft ft TT Tt 0 0*0 
18 S 6 Tf TT ft 1* 0*0 
19 S 4 Tf Tt n Tf la 25*0 
20 S 2 ft Tt ft It 0 0*0 
21 S 6 Tf rf Tl n 0 0*0 
22 S 6 IT Tt Tt Tt 0 0.0 
23 S 2 tf If IT ft 0 0.0 
24 S 3 n Tf It ff la 33*3 
25 S 4 Tf Tf TT TT la 25.0 
Totals 319 103 32.6 
Ok. 60 1 2*0 
1 R 2 Greenhouse bench 25 -30°C la 50.0 
2 R 5 n Tf Tf TT 0 0.0 
3 R 7 n Tf ff Tt 2® 28.5 
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• 
* 
strain: 
« 
• 
Ho. 
Pl-
Humidity and 
temperature 
:• number 
:pl. inf. 
Percentage 
pl. inf. 
4 R 6 Greenhouse bench, 26®-S0°C 0 0.0 
5 R 3 IT II TT 11 0 0.0 
6 R 6 « IT Tt 11 0 0.0 
7 R 7 tt II IT TI 0 0.0 
8 R 4 It TT IT n 2a 50.0 
9 R 1 II IT II IT 0 0.0 
10 R 1 II n TI IT 0 0.0 
11 R 1 n It IT II 0 0.0 
12 R 1 11 It It IT la 100.0 
IS R 1 II IT TI TI la 100.0 
14 R 1 II IT TT n 0 0.0 
15 R 1 n IT 0 0.0 
Totals 46 7 15.2 
Ck» 23 
20O-B5°G 
0 0.0 
1 S 3 Humidity cages, la 33.3 
E S 2 II It If " 0 0.0 
S S 3 IT IT n n 2a 66 .6 
4 S 2 IT II IT II 0 0.0 
5 S 2 II IT n II la 50.0 
6 S 3 n n II la 33.3 
7 S 2 II IT W IT 0 0.0 
8 S 1 II II IT TT 0 0.0 
9 S 3 II TT IT TT la 33.3 
10 S 2 II 11 It " la 50.0 
11 3 2 II n II 11 0 0.0 
IS S 3 II n IT It la 33.3 
IS 3 2 IT IT n 0 0.0 
14 S 2 II IT II II la 50.0 
15 S 3 n IT II IT la 33.3 
Totals 35 10 28.5 
Gk. 29 0 0.0 
S R 1 Humidity cages. 2OO-25OG la 100.0 
3 R 1 II IT TT II 0 0.0 
8 R 1 II IT IT TI la 100.0 
11 R 1 p IT II " 0 0.0 
14 R 1 II It It II 0" 0.0 
15 R 1 II Tl IT II la 100.0 
Totals 6 3a 50.0 
Gk. 6 0 0.0 
a-indicates chlorosis and necrosis of infected tissues, 
b-indicates development of smut boils. 
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1?he data presented In 'Eable XXII shOT/ that dropping a 
suspension of sporidla into the terminal leaf-spirals of the 
plants of inhred strains of com infected plants of the 
strains that showed resistance in the field as well as those 
of sasceptible. strains. Of the 406 plants that ware thus 
treat 3d, 123 became infected whereas only one of the 108 
plants used as checks shov/ed symptoms of smut. 'J'he strains 
that had developed smut in the field for several years 
proved to be quite susceptible to infection in the green­
house. Of the ,?54 plants that were treated by dropping the 
sporidial suspension into the terminal leaf-spirals, 32 per 
cent became infected. However, due to a lack of sufficient 
seed, enoagh trials were not made with each strain to obtain 
conclusive results. The strains that had not developed 
smut in the field for several years, did not show the same 
degree of resistanoo to infection in the greenhouse. Twenty 
per cent of the 52 plants that were treated with the sporid­
ial suspension became infected. V/ith these strains, also, 
it was impossible to obtain conclusive results due to a 
lack of seed. 
Since 30.1 per cent of the plants that were kept on the 
greenhouse bench at 25® and 30° C. and 31.6 per cent of 
those placed in the humidity cages at 20° to 25°C. became 
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infeoted, it is apparent that tha difference in the 
humidity and temperature of the two environments did not 
influanco infection. 
Inooulation of plants two to four feet tall 
Much of the nataral infection of corn by Ustilago 
S9ae seems to take place when the plants are approaching 
maturity. Such attacks predoce smut at the lower nodes and 
on the ears. A series of experiments 7/as conducted, there­
fore» iti which plants ranging from two to four feet tall 
trcre treated in various ways. Japanese Halless popcorn. 
Golden Bantam sweetcorn and lodent lo. 85 corn were grown in 
the greenhouse for these ejcperiments. Six-inch flower pots 
v/ere used for plants two to three feet tall and two-gallon, 
earthen ^ars for the more mature plants. Some of the plants 
were dusted v/ith chlamydospores, some were sprayed with a 
suspension of sporidia in distilled water and some were 
treated by dropping a suspension of sporidia in carrot decoc­
tion into the terminal leaf-spirals of the plants Just be­
fore the tassels appeared. Some of the plants were muti­
lated by piercing and crashing the leaves and stem before 
they were treated v/ith the spores. As in previous experi­
ments, the plants ware subjected to various teaiperataro and 
humidity relations after they were treated and untreated 
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plants were ttsed as checks. 
In another series of experiments, an attempt was made to 
infect the axillary buds and young ears of the plants. The 
sporidial suspension was dropped behind the leaf—sheaths 
and into the distal end of the young ear, The results of 
these two saries of experiments are summarized in Table ZIIII. 
As may be noted by referring to Table XXIII plants two 
to four feet tall v/ere not readily infected artificially in 
the greenhouse# Only 1»6 per cent of the 757 plants that 
were treated became infected, whereas 2»5 per cent of the 524 
checks, showed symptoms of smut. Hone of the plants that 
were dusted with chlamydospores were infected. Likewise, 
none of the plants that had bean mutilated developed any 
smut. Five plants that had been treated with a suspension 
of sporidia, developed smut boils. Whether these were arti­
ficially infected is not known since a higher percentage of 
the cheeks became diseased. Only one of the 81 plants that 
were treated by dropping the sporidial suspension behind the 
leaf-sheaths, became infected. This plant developed a smut 
. boil on one of the rudimentary ears and was probably 
artificially infected since none of the checks developed any 
smut. 
N  
Artificial infection of the joimg ears was quite suc­
cessful. Of the 106 plants that v/ere treat^^d by dropping the 
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Tahle XXIII. Psrcentage of infection on plants tv;o to foar 
feat tali traatod v/itb ohlamydospore.e or 
sporidia and subjected to various humidity and 
tempera tare relations in the greenhouse. 
Kind of 
corn 
iJo, 
pi. 
Spores Humidity and temperatare 
Sweetcorn 30 Chlaraydos po re s Greanhouae bench 20®-20O C 
Dentcora 30 If » TT n n n 
Sweetcorn rr Moist chamber E5°-35° C 
Sweet com 19° r? II tf It tl 
Popcorn 65j Sporidia Grraenhouse bench 20°-30° C 
Sweetcorn 82^  TT IT n TT Tf 
Sv/eetcom 25®t^ n n Tl Tf tl 
Dentcom 55^  rf >f TT TT TT 
Popcorn TT Humidity cages 20°-25 C 
Sweetcom 55j TT n n tt tl 
Dentcom 55^  Tf tf tl tt tr 
Sweetcorn 52"^  Tf Moist chamber l8°-20° C 
SViTeatcom S3® rf Tf ff TT Tl 
Sweetcorn 66^  tf Tf tf 200-25® 0 
Sweetcorn 20O-*d n rt IT tt If 
Sweetcorn 42® Tf Tl TT ir tr 
Sweetcorn 16^  Tf Tf TT 250-35° C 
Sweetcorn 20® Tf Tl Tf tf IT 
Sweetcorn 18^  11 If TT 30^ -350 C 
Totals 757 
Ck. 324 
Sweetcorn 81^  Sporidia Greenhouse bench 20°-30° c 
Ok. 81 
Sweeteom 106® 
Ck. £00 
a-indicates chlorosis and necrosis of infected" tissaes. 
b-indicates development of snat boils. 
c--plants matilated before treating with spores, 
d-saspensioh of sporidia ased as s spray. 
e-saspension of sporidia dropped into leaf-spirals, 
f-saspension of sporidia dropped behind the leaf-sheaths, 
g-saspension of sporidia dropped Into ends of ears. 

ion on plants tv;o to four 
th chlamydosporss or 
ed to various hamidity and 
s in the greenhouse. 
Humidity and temperature Percentage 
pi, inf» 
Greanhoase bench E0°-20° C 
»r »f Tt ti 
Moist chamber 25°-35° C 
Greenhouse bench ZO^-ZO^ C 
Ft 
n 
n 
^11 
f t  
n 
TT 
tt 
Tt Jt rr 
TT TT tf 
ft n ft 
s 20°-25' 
tT n 
T! n 
Moist chamber 
If ft 
rf 
rt 
Jt 
tf 
Tf 
If 
lS°-20° C 
Tt n 
200-25^ C 
ri 
IT 
It 
Tf 
250-35° c 
If ft 
30°-350 C 
Greenhouse bench 20°-30° C 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0^ 
10. 9° 
0.0 
0,0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0..0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0, 
11.1^  
1.6 
2.5 
1.2^ 
0.0^ 
3 5 . 8 °  
0.0 
5 of infected tissues, 
ils. 
with spores. 
• spray. 
nto leaf-spirals. 
ehind the leaf-sheaths, 
nto ends of ears. 
i 
i 
! 
! 
} 
j 
i 
( 
I 
I 
i 1 
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sporidial suspension into the ends of the ears, 36»8 per 
I cent developed smatted ears. Since none of the 200 plants 
used as checks produced smutted ears, the smat on the 
treated plants was imdoabtedly produced from artificial in­
fection. 
Inoculation of plants in the field 
During the summer of 1927, cora •was treated in the field 
by dropping a suspension of sporidia in carrot decoction 
into the terminal leaf-spirals of the plants. A glass 
pipette was used in treating the small plants and a veter-
inary's syringe for the large plants. Care was taken in each 
case not to injure the plants with the instrument. In order 
that different sizes of plants might be treated under similar 
climatic conditions, se-veral successive plantings of com were 
made during the summer. On May 13, Japanese Hulless popcorn. 
Golden Bantam sweetcorn and lodent No. 25 com were sown in 
rows thres feet apart, "^he kernels were placed two to three 
inches apart. Treatment of this corn was begun June 16, 
when the plants were six inches to one foot tall, and was 
continued until July 13, when the plants were three to four 
feet tall. Treatments were made daily and for the first ten 
days both morning and evening- From 50 to 100 plants were 
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traatad each time. As chocks, the plants of adjacent rows 
were not treated. 
On May 20, two rows of Japanese Halless popcorn wisre 
planted, in which three to five kernels were planted in hills 
two feet apart. Treatment of the plants of one of these 
rows was hegun July 4, when the corn was 10 to 12 inches tall, 
and was continaed every second day until July 12. Twenty-
four of the plants were treated daily during this time. The 
plants of the other row of this planting were used as checks. 
Another planting of Japanese Hulless popcorn. Golden 
Bantam sweetcom and lodent Uo. 25 corn was cBde June 10. 
This com was planted in hills three feet apart with three 
to four kernels to a hill. Treatment was begun July 4, when 
the corn was six inches to one foot tall and was continued 
every second day until July 28, v/hen the corn was three to 
five feet tall. Some plants were treated daily for the first 
ten days. Plants of alternate rows weire loft untreated as 
checks. 
Several rows of lodant Ho. 25 com were planted June 15, 
in hills three feet apart. Treatment of this com was begun 
July 7, when the plants were eight inches to one foot tall 
and was continued daily until July 12 when the plants were 
about two feet tall. Just before the tassels began to show. 
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plants foar to five feet tall were treated Aogast 1 to 3« 
Adjacent rows of corn mre ased as checks. 
A third planting of Japanese Halless popcorn. Golden 
Bantam sweetcom and lodent IIo« 25 corn was made Jane 18. 
The com was planted in hills three feet apart, with three 
to five kernels, to a hill. Trealments were made Aag-ast 1, 
3, 5 and 7» On Aagiist 1, the popcorn -.ms two to three feet 
tall, the sweetcom two and one-half to three and one-half 
feet tall and the dantcorn three to four feet tall. The 
tassels ooald not he seen on any of the com at this date. 
% Aagast 7, the tassels of most of the com were begin­
ning to appear. As in previoas experiments, antreated 
plants in alternate rows were used as checks. 
!?he corn in each of the above series of experiments 
v^as examined daily for symptoms of anuti A record was kept 
of the number of treated plants that became infected and the 
number of infected checks. This record is tabulated in 
'Fable XXIV. 
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Table ZXIV. Percentage of infection on com treated in the field ' 
by dropping a suspension of gporidia into the ! 
terminal leaf-spirals. 1 
» 
• 
* : Trfi* ited :• 
Kind of : Date : Date :Ho. :no« pl.:j Percentage : 
oom : planted ; treated ;pl, : inf. ; pi. inf. ;; 
Popcorn May 13 June 16-Jul, 13 1179 5 0.4 
Sweetcom If n n » ti ir 1158 31 2.6 ' 
Dentcom n n ff » n n 782 5 0.6 
Popcorn May SO Jul, 4-Jul. IE :158 22 15.9 j 
Popcorn June 10 Jtxl* 4—Jul* 16 332 0 0.0 
Sweetcorn «r IT Jul, 4-Jul, 28 512 3 1.7 1 
Denixsom " " II n n r» 518 74 14.2 ' 
Dentcorn June 15 Jul. 7-Aug, 3 810 47 5.8 
Pope orn Jane 18 Aug, 1-Aug, 3 100 1 1.0 
Sweetcorn n n Aug, 1-Aag» 7 363 5 1,3 
Dentcorn « rt Tf II n IT 338 19 5.6 
To tals 6230 218 3.5 
H 
r 
m treated in the field 
)oridia into the 
CHeclrs 
D.  :i?o. pi.:. Parceniage : 
|L« : inf. : pi, inf. :L 
179 5 0.4 
0.58 31 2.6 
i782 5 0.6 
22 16.9 
j332 0 0.0 
S12 9 1.7 i 
518 74 14.2 
810 47 5.8 
100 1 1.0 
363 5 1.3 
338 19 5.6 
230 218 3.5 
• lo. :l]iO. pi. ; Percentage 
! pi. : inf. ; pi. inf. 
1163 0 0.0 
i 1275 27 2.1 
856 4 0.4 
157 42 26.6 
383 0 0.0 
: 531 3 0.5 
! 509 53 10.4 
770 51 6.6 
100 0 ' 0.0 
, 224 1 0.4 
309 13 4.2 
6277 194 3.1 
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Arfcificial infection of corn in the field by dropping 
a sporidial saspension into the terminal leaf-spirals was 
not very sticcessfal as may be noted by referring to Table 
XXIV. Of the 5230 plants that were thas treated, 3,5 per 
cent becap3 infected# However, 3«1 per cent of the 6277 
pl^^nts ased as checks were disoesed with corn smat. In no 
case, therefore, was the percentage of infected plants much 
higher in the treated com than in the checks. In two 
series of the experiments, on the other hand, the checks 
showed a higher percentage of infection than the treated 
plants. 
Why artificial infection of com in the field was not 
more successfal is not definitely known. Christensen and 
Stakman (7) have demonstrated that virulence of the patho­
gens. is a significant factor in infection of 3ea mays by 
Ustilago zeae. It may be that the strain of smat used in 
these experiments was relatively non-viralont and it is pos­
sible, therefore, that this may have been the limiting factor. 
The relation of the morphology of the corn plant to 
infection by Ustilago zeaa 
The fact tliat plants about one foot tall were more sus­
ceptible to infection than smaller plants and plants tv/o to 
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foar feet tall when a saspension of sporidia was dropped 
into the tarminal laaf-spirals is probably dae to the dif­
ference in the morphology of the plants at these successive 
stages of grovfth. This difference in morphologjr may be 
noted by examining transverse and longitadinal sections of 
plants of saccessive stages of growth. Diagrams of sach 
sections are shora in Plates XIV to X7II. 
As may be noted by referring to the diagrams (Plates 
XIT to XVII) in small com seedlings the growing tip is 
very short and, together with naraeroas delicate leaf-
primordia, is deeply set in the enveloping leaves that have 
unfolded. The unfolding leaves are rather firmly packed 
together in these plants. As the plants grow larger, however, 
the growing tip becomes longer and the enveloping, nnfolding 
leaves become less compact. At this stage of growth, the 
growing tip and the delicate leaf-primordia surrounding it 
are accessible, therefore, to a suspension of sporidia drop­
ped into the characteristic terminal leaf-spirals formed by 
the unfolding leaves. It is the delicate leaf-primordia 
and tlia grov/ing tip that become infected when plants are 
treated by this method. 
On the other hand, plants two to four feet tall are 
apparently morphologically protected against infection ishen 
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a saspension of sporidia is dropped into their terminal 
leaf-spirals. Though the tassels of some of the plants 
at this stage of growth are still enveloped by the apper 
leaves, they are almost completely developed and their ex-
T)oaed surface is covered throughout with firm epidermal 
tissue. (The germinating sporidia are not able to penetrate 
the mature tissues of the com plant and artificial infec­
tion by dropping a sporidial suspension into the tearminal 
leaf-spirals of plants two to four feet tall is, therefore, 
not ve.iy successful. 
The survey of natural Infection by Ustilago zeae in the 
field showed that the axillary buds are most commonly 
infected. Though an attempt was made to infedt these buds 
artificially, sufficient trials were not made with different 
stages of development of the buds to obtain conclusive data 
regarding the relation of the morphology of th9 com plants 
to infection of these buds. 
Discussion 
A review of recent studies on the infection of Zea masrs 
by Ustilago zeae presents two distinct interpretations of 
the data that have been gathered. In the first place, the 
results of the work of Christensen and Stakman (7) and 
Stakman and Christensen (35) indicate that the factors 
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governing infection by this fangus are largely biological. 
One might conolude from their findings, that the difference 
in the relative resistance and sasceptibility of various 
strains of corn to siaat is dependent upon a biological dif­
ference between the strains of corn and a biological dif­
ference between the strains of smut with which the com is 
infected. 
On the other hand, the findings of the following inves­
tigators suggest that resistance and susceptibility of corn 
to smut is dependent upon the morphology of com plants, 
Hayes et al fl7) and Garber and Quisenberry (14) found that 
the prevailing point of infection on the plant seemed to be 
a strain characteristic. Griffiths (15) concluded from the 
results of her experiments that resistance and. susceptibility 
of com to smut may be a matter of the relative accessibility 
of the susceptible parts of the host to the pathogene# It 
is worthy of note, also, to recall that Srefeld (4) 
selected plants about one foot taU with characteristically 
large open terminal leaf-spirals in the series of experiments 
in which he obtained 3.00 per cent infection# 
The results of the experiments conducted by the writer, 
likewise, show that infection is dependent upon the gross 
morphology of the corn plant. Since it was found that plants 
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about one foot tall were more susceptible than smaller and 
largor plants, v/hen a suspension of aporidia was dropped 
into the terminal leaf-spirals, the morphology of the 
plants at this stage of growth, apparently was saoh as to 
expose suoceptible parts of the host to the pathogene. It 
is possible, then, that the g'ross morphology of different 
strains of com may vary sufficiently at this stage of 
growth so that in some the susceptible parts may be more ex­
posed than in others. 
iFo doubt the biological difference between various 
strains of corn and the biological difference between the 
various strains of the smut are influencing factors to 
natural infection by Ustilago zeae. However, a considera­
tion of the relation of the morphology of the corn plant to 
infection must not be overlooked# It is espacially neces-
saiy to consider the morphological factor in selecting a 
method of artificially infecting various strains of com 
to detemine their relative resistance to smut, The method 
that is commonly used at present is to inject the sporidial 
suspension into the meristematic tissues of the plants with 
a hypodermic needle, This method does not take into consider­
ation the morphological factor as it excludes the penetration 
of the pathogene. It appears, therefore, that dropping a sus­
pension of sporidia into the terminal leaf-spirals or on 
other susceptible parts of the plants is a better method. 
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Sammary 
A survey of corn smat near 4mes, Iowa, In 1925 and 1927 
showed that the disease was more prevalent in 1927. A season 
in which cool, relatively drj'- weather in May and Jane was 
followed "by a period of rain and higher temperature seemed to 
favor the disease. 
Corn smat did not manifest itself much "before the 
middle of July. Beginning about this time, there was a dis­
tinct, successive manifestation of the disease on different 
parts of the plants. It was first found to he most prevalent 
on the leaves, then on the tassels, next at the nodeSi and 
finally on the ears^ Infection of the axillary huds at the 
nodes, however, was more common than attacks on any other 
part of the plants. 
Most of the smut was limited to individual, specific 
parts of the plants. In 67.1 per cent of 627 diseased plants, 
only one part of the plant was attacked. In 551.2 per cent of 
the plants, two or more parts of the stalk were infected and 
in 1.7 per cent the entire top of the plant was attacked so 
that the specific points of infection could not be determined. 
Artificial infection of corn with Ustilago zeae in­
dicated that susceptibility to the disease is dependent upon 
the morphology of the host plant. Plants from one foot to 
one and one-half feet tall were more susceptible to infection 
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than plants one-half inch to ten inches tall and plants two 
to four feet tall# 
Apparently, plants aboat one foot tall expose the 
growing tip and the delicate yoang leaves sarroanding it, to 
sach a degree that they are accessible to the spores. In 
smaller plants the growing tips are too deeply seated and pro 
tected to be readily reached by a dast or a spray of the 
spores. Plants more than two feet tall, on the other hand, 
have growing tips that are almost fally developed and their 
exposed sarfaces are covered throaghoat with firm epidermal 
tissae that is impan-atrable to the germination tabes of the 
sporidia. 
Matilating the plants before dusting them with chlamy-
dospores or spraying them with a saspension of sporidia did 
not indace infection. 
Dropping a suspension of sporidia into the terminal leaf 
spirals of the plants was more saccessfal in producing in­
fection than dusting them with chlamydospores or spraying 
them with a saspension of sporidia. 
Dropping the sporidial saspension behind the leaf-
sheaths in an attempt to infect the axillary bads was not sac 
cessful. However, yoang ears were readily infected by drop­
ping the saspension into their distal ends. 
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Artificial infection of corn in the field daring the 
sammer of 1927 by dropping a suspension of sporidia into the 
terminal leaf-spirals were not very siiccessfal. 
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Plate I» Petri dishes containing agar agar 
caltares of chlamydospores and plant tissae 
Plata I 
-122-
Plate II» Apparatus used to determine whether 
COg given off hy plant tissues stimalates the 
germination of oom-smat spores. 
-123-
••'' ?„f* *•'*!?'• •'^ i 
Plate II» 
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Plata III. Drops (oontaining indicators) sus­
pended in vials above fragments of plant tissae. 
-125-
Plate III. 
-125-
Plate lY. Depth to v;hich corn-smat spores sink 
in various media. 
\A/a. ' tGr Pc.r  cent  /O JO(s.r  c .e^nt 
'bom i  "bo Juice.  ^e. \  a. ' t  •> n  
I 
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W 
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Plate 17. 
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Plate V, Chlorotic symptoms of oorn-smat infection on 
the leaves. 
Figs, 1 and 2. Portion of a leaf showing large 
yellow blotches with occasional dark red spots. 
Fig. 3. Tip of leaf showing small yellow blotches 
and a yellow streak along the midrib. 
129-
Fig. 1 Fig, 2 Fig, 3 
Plate V. 
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Plate VI. Clilorotic cymptoms of com-smat infection 
on the leaves. 
Figs. 1 and 2. Portion of a leaf shoeing char-
aoteristio darkened areas and yellow spots, 
li). a small boil. 
Fig. 3. Portion of a leaf showing a series of 
small yellow spots along the midrib and 
yellow stu^aks along the margin. 
Plate VI. 
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Plate VII. Chlorotic and necrotlo symptoms of 
corn-smat infection on the leaves. 
Figs# 1 to 5. Portions of leaves showing 
characteristic yellow and red "blotching 
and torn necrotic areas, h. a small "boil* 
Fi,^. 1 Fig. 2 Fig. 3 
Plate VII 
-1S4-
Plate Till. Necrotic symptoms of oorn-Bmat infection 
on the leaves* 
Figs. 1 to 3. Portions of a leaf showing 
torn neorotio areas* 
Fig. 1 Fig. S Fig. S 
Plate VIII. 
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Plate IX. Infection of Gk)lden Bantam sweetcom obtained 
by dasting chlamydospores into the terminal leaf-spiral. 
Pig. 1. Infected apper leaf and tassel of a 
plant treated v;hen 13 inches tall with six 
leaves unfolded. 
Pig. 2. The next lower leaf of the same plant 
showing infected areas. 
-137-
Fig. 1 Fig. 
Ple.te IX. 
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Plate X. Infection on the leaf of a Golden Bantam 
sweetcorn plant treated "by dropping a sporidial 
saspension into the terminal leaf-spiral Trhen 
the plant was 16 inches tall with seven leaves un­
folded. 
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PXate X» 
-140-
Plate :<I. Infection on the appar leaf and the tassel 
of an lodent 25 corn plant treated by dropping a 
sporidial saapension into the terminal leaf-spiral 
when the plant was 14 inches tall «dth si3c leaves 
anfolded. 
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Plate XI. 
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Plate XII. Infection on the tassel and upper 
leaves of an lodent IIo. 25 com plant treated 
by dropping a sporldial suspension into the 
terminal leaf-spiral when the plant was 16 
inches tall with seven leaves unfolded. 
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Plata XIII. Infected tassel of plant shovm in 
Plate XII, 
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Plata XIII 
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Plate XIV"» Diagram of a portion, of a transverse 
section throagh the growing tip of a oorn plant 
five inc^as tall with three leaves unfolded, 
a* lowing tip. 
b. Firmly packed overlappings of the inner-
moat leaf of the terminal spiral. 
0. IJext oldest leaf of tho spiral. 
Plate XIV. 
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Plate XV, Diagram of a portion of a longitudinal 
section throagh the growing tip of a com plant 
five inchea tall vzith three leaves anfolded. 
a. Growing tip» 
b. leaf primordium 
c. First leaf of plant, 
d. Fifth leaf of plant* 
e» First node.. 
f. First intemode. 
-149-
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-150. 
Plate XVI. Diagram of a portion of a transverse 
section through, the growing tip of a oom plant 
16 inches tall v7ith the seventh leaf anfolded. 
a. Growing tip. 
b. Overlappings of the innermost leaves of 
the terminal spiral. 
c. Interspace hetweon the overlappings of 
the leaves. 
Plate m. 
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XVII. Diagram of a portion of a longitudinal 
section throa^ the growing tip of a eom plant 
15 inohaa tall v?ith the seventh leaf unfolded* 
a. Growing tip ftaasel), 
b. Overlappings of the innermost leaf* 
c. Overlappings of the second oldest leaf. 
d. Overlappings of the third oldest leaf. 
Q. Overlappings of the fourth oldest leaf. 
f. Internode. 
g. Jfoda. 
^mrnm 
Plate XVII. 
